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Abstract 
Data replication is used in distributed systems to improve availability, increase throughput and 
eliminate single points of failures. The cost of replication is that significant care and communi- 
cation is required to maintain consistency among replicas. In some settings, such as distributed 
directory services, it is acceptable to have transient inconsistencies, in exhange for better perfor- 
mance, as long as a consistent view of the data is eventually established. For such services to 
be usable, it is important that the consistency guarantees are specified clearly. 
We present a new specification for distributed data services that trades off immediate consis- 
tency guarantees for improved system availability and efficiency, while ensuring the long-term 
consistency of the data. An eventually-serializable data service maintains the requested oper- 
ations in a partial order that gravitates over time towards a total order. It provides clear and 
unambiguous guarantees about the immediate and long-term behavior of the system. 
We also present an algorithm, based on the lazy replication strategy of Ladin, Liskov, Shrira, 
and Ghemawat (1992), that implements this specification. Our algorithm provides the external 
interface of the eventually-serializable data service specification, and generalizes their algorithm 
by allowing arbitrary operations and greater flexibility in specifying consistency requirements. In 
addition to correctness, we prove performance and fault-tolerance properties of this algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 
Providing distributed and concurrent access to data objects is a mndamental concern 
of distributed systems. In this paper, we present a formal specification for a data 
service that permits transient inconsistencies while providing unambiguous guarantees 
about system responses to clients’ requests, and ensuring the eventual serialization of 
all operations requested. We also present a distributed algorithm that implements the 
abstract specification. We prove the correctness of the implementation using invariants 
and simulations. By making simple assumptions about the timing of message-based 
communication, we also provide time bounds for the data service. 
1.1. Replication: trade-o& of performance and consistency 
The simplest implementations of distributed data services maintain a single central- 
ized object that is accessed remotely by multiple clients. While conceptually simple, 
this approach does not scale well as the number of clients increases. Systems address 
this problem by replicating the data object, and allowing each replica to be accessed 
independently. This enables improved performance and reliability through increased 
locality, load balancing, and the elimination of single points of failure. 
Replication of the data object raises the issue of consistency among the replicas, 
especially in determining the order in which the operations are applied at each replica. 
The strongest and simplest notion of consistency is atomicity, which requires the repli- 
cas to collectively emulate a single centralized object. Methods to achieve atomicity 
include write-all/read-one [4], primary copy [ 1,23,26], majority consensus [27], and 
quorum consensus [ 11,121. Because achieving atomicity often has a high performance 
cost, some applications, such as directory services, are willing to tolerate some transient 
inconsistencies. This gives rise to weaker notions of consistency. Sequential consistency 
[16], guaranteed by systems such as Orca [3], allows operations to be reordered as long 
as they remain consistent with the view of isolated clients. An inherent disparity in 
the performance of atomic and sequentially consistent objects has been established [2]. 
Other systems provide even weaker guarantees to the clients [5,9, lo] in order to get 
better performance. 
Providing weaker consistency guarantees results in more complicated semantics. Even 
when the behavior of the replicated objects is specified unambiguously, it is more diffi- 
cult to understand and to reason about the correctness of implementations. In practice, 
replicated systems are often incompletely or ambiguously specified. 
1.2. Background for our work: lazy replication 
As it is important that our specification be applicable for real systems, we build 
heavily on the work of Ladin et al. [ 151 on highly available replicated data services. 
They specify general conditions for such a service, and present an algorithm based 
on lazy replication, in which operations received by each replica are gossiped in the 
background. Responses to operations may be out-of-date, not reflecting the effects of 
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operations that have not yet been received by a given replica. However, the user can 
indicate, for a newly requested operation, a set of previously completed operations 
on which the new one depends; the new operation may be applied at a replica only 
after the operations it depends on have been applied. If an operation is submitted 
without such dependencies, the system may respond with any value that is consistent 
with an arbitrary subset of previously requested operations. This allows any causality 
constraints to be expressed. Two additional types of operations are defined to provide 
stronger ordering constraints when causality constraints are insufficient to implement a 
data object: forced operations must be totally ordered with respect to all other forced 
operations, and immediate operations must be totally ordered with respect to all oper- 
ations. Operations that are neither forced nor immediate are called causal. As long as 
most of the operations are causal, the algorithm of [15] is efficient. 
The specification in [15] is tuned for their algorithm, and exposes some of the 
implementation details to the clients. This makes it difficult to ascertain which details 
are essential to the correctness of their algorithm, and which be may changed without 
significant effect. It is also difficult to compare their algorithm with similar algorithms 
that have slightly different interfaces. For example, their specification exposes the client 
to multipart timestamps, which are used internally to order operations. However, it is 
not clear which properties of their algorithm depend on their use of multipart time- 
stamps, and which depend only on the lazy replication strategy. Also, their algorithm 
requires all operations to be either read-only queries or write-only updates. Whether 
an update is causal, forced or immediate is determined by the effect of that update, and 
so must be specified by the application programmer when the system is implemented, 
rather than by the user when the system is executing. Their algorithm requires that for 
any pair of non-commutative operations with effects on the state of the data, one must 
be specified as depending on the other. Without this, the algorithm can leave replicas 
inconsistent forever. That is, the apparent order on operations may not converge to a 
limiting total order. 
1.3. Overview of this paper 
The eventually-serializable data service specification uses a partial order on opera- 
tions that gravitates to a total order over time. We provide two types of operations at 
the client interface: (a) strict operations, which are required to be stable at the time 
of the response, i.e., all operations that precede it must be totally ordered, and (b) 
operations that may be reordered after the response is issued. As in [15], clients may 
also specify constraints on the order in which operations are applied to the data object. 
Our specification omits implementation details, allowing users to ignore the issues of 
replication and distribution, while giving implementors the freedom to design the sys- 
tem to best satisfy the performance requirements. We make no assumptions about the 
semantics of the data object, and thus, our specification can be used as the basis for a 
wide variety of applications. Of course, particular system implementations may exploit 
the semantics of the specific data objects to improve performance. 
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Our algorithm is based on the lazy replication algorithm of [ 151. We present a high- 
level formal description of the algorithm, which takes into account the replication of the 
data, and maintains consistency by propagating operations and bookkeeping information 
among replicas via gossip messages. It provides a smooth combination of fast service 
with weak causality requirements and slower service with stronger requirements. It does 
not use the multipart timestamps of [ 151, which we view as an optimization of the 
basic algorithm. By viewing the abstract algorithm as a specification for more detailed 
implementations, we indicate how this, and other optimizations, may be incorporated 
into the framework of this paper. We also establish performance and fault-tolerance 
guarantees of the algorithm. 
The eventually-serializable data service exemplifies the synergy of applied systems 
work and distributed computing theory, defining a clear and unambiguous specification 
for a useful module for building distributed applications. By making all the assumptions 
and guarantees explicit, the formal framework allows us to reason carefully about the 
system. Together with the abstract algorithm, the specification can guide the design 
and implementation of distributed system building blocks layered on general-purpose 
distributed platforms (middleware) such as DCE [24]. Cheiner implemented one such 
building block [6,7], and used it to develop prototypes for diverse clients including a 
Web client, a text-oriented Unix client, and a Microsoft Excel client for Windows95. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives some formal defini- 
tions and conventions throughout the paper, including the definition of the data type. 
Section 3 defines the I/O automaton model used to formally specify the data service 
and algorithm. Section 4 characterizes the clients of the data service, and Section 5 
gives the formal specification of the eventually-serializable data service, including some 
guarantees about its behavior. The algorithm is presented in Section 6, and Section 7 
demonstrates several properties that are used in the simulation proof of Section 8, 
which shows that the algorithm implements the specification. The last three sections 
give initial steps to extend this work. Performance guarantees, under certain timing 
assumptions, are given in Section 9, together with some fault-tolerance considerations. 
Section 10 suggests several ways in which the algorithm can be modified to give bet- 
ter performance, or take into account some pragmatic implementation issues. Finally, 
Section 11 presents an overview of Cheiner’s work, and discusses some applications 
which may use eventually-serializable data services. 
2. Preliminary definitions and conventions 
In this section, we introduce mathematical notation and conventions used in this 
paper. These are merely formal definitions; the motivation and intuition behind these 
definitions appear in the appropriate section later in the paper. We also state without 
proof several lemmas that follow easily from these definitions. Throughout the paper, 
whenever variables appear unquantified, there is an implicit universal quantification. 
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2.1. Functions, relations and orders 
A binary relation R on a set S is any subset of S x S; we sometimes write xRy for 
(x, y) E R. The span of binary relation R is span(R) = {x :xRy V yRx for some y}. A 
relation R is transitive if xRy A yRz j xRz. It is antisymmetric if xRy A yRx +x = y. 
It is rejlexive if XRX for all x E S, and it is irreJEexive if (x,x) 4 R for all x E S. The 
transitive closure of a relation R, denoted TC(R), is the smallest transitive relation 
containing R, and the reJEexive closure is the smallest reflexive relation containing R. 
The relation induced by R on a set S’ is R n (S’ x S’). 
A binary relation is a partial order if it is transitive and antisymmetric. It is strict if 
it is also it-reflexive. We say that x precedes y in a partial order R if xRy. For a set S, 
we denote the subset of elements that precede x ES in R by S]h = {y E S : yRx}. Two 
relations R and R’ are consistent if TC(RUR’) is a partial order. A relation R is a 
total order on S if it is a partial order on S with xRy v yRx V x = y for all x, y E S. A 
partial order R totally orders S if it induces a total order on S. If + is a total order 
on S and X is a finite nonempty subset of S then we define mitt, X to be the element 
x EX such that x < y for all y EX and max+ X to be the element x EX such that 
y <x for all y EX, where < is the reflexive closure of 4. We may omit the subscript 
when there is a single total order defined on S. 
Lemma 2.1. Any irreflexive and transitive relation is a strict partial order. 
Lemma 2.2. The relation induced by a partial order on any set is also a partial 
order. 
Lemma 2.3. If R is a total order on S and R’ is a partial order, then R and R’ are 
consistent if and only if xR' y A yRx + x = y. 
A function f : A -+ B has domain A and range B. A function is null if its domain 
is the empty set. For a set B, we extend functions and relations on B x B to functions 
whose range is B. That is, if fl, f2 : A -+ B, g : B x B + C, and R is a binary relation 
on B then we let g( fi, f2) be the function h : A +C with h(a)= s(fl(a),fda)>, and
(fl,_h>ER if (fl(a>,fi(a>>ER forall aEA. 
2.2. Data types 
The data service manages objects whose serial behavior is specified by some data 
type. This data type defines possible states of instantiated objects and operators on the 
objects. We use a definition similar to the variable types of [18]. Formally, a serial 
data type consists of 
l a set C of object states; 
l a distinguished initial state 00 E C; 
l a set V of reportable values; 
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a a set 0 of operators; 
l a transition function r : C x 0 + C x V. 
We use .s and .v selectors to extract the state and value components respectively, 
i.e., z(a,op) = (z((~,op).s, z(ci,op).v). For the set O+ of nonempty finite sequences 
of operators, we also define rf : Z x Oi --) Z x V by repeated application of r, i.e., 
r+(a, (0~)) = $0, OP> and 00, (oP,, OP,, . . . )) = z+(z(o,op,).s, (opz,. . .)), where (. . .) 
denotes a sequence. In this paper, we assume that the serial data type is fixed, and 
often leave it implicit. 
2.3. Operations 
To access the data, a client of the data service issues a request, which includes the 
operator to be applied, a unique operation identifier, and additional information that 
constrains the valid responses to the request. Formally, a client issues an operation 
descriptor consisting of: 
l a data type operator op; 
a an operation identifier id; 
l a set prev of operation identifiers; 
l a boolean flag strict. 
We often refer to an operation descriptor x simply as operation x, and denote its 
various components by x.op, x.id, x.prev and x.strict. We denote by 0 the set of all 
operations, and by 9 the set of all operation identifiers. For a set X C 0, we denote by 
Xid = {x.id :x EX} the set of identifiers of operations in X. Thus 9 = O.id. If R is a 
partial order on -0, then <R = {(x, y) E 0 x 0: (x.id, y.id) E R} is a partial order on 0 
such that x +R y if (x.id, y.id) E R. We denote the reflexive closure of <R by <R. 
An operation is strict if its strict flag has value true. For a set XC 0, we denote by 
CSC(X) = {(y. ‘d 1 , x.id) : x E X A y.id E x.prev} a relation on 9 expressing the client- 
specified constraints described by the prev sets of the operations. The interpretation of 
these is given in Section 4. 
Lemma 2.4. If X C Y C 0 then CSC(X) & CSC( Y). 
Given a finite set X = {xi , . . . ,x,} of operations and the strict total order + = {(xi,xj) 
: i < j}, we define the outcome of X from state (r E C with respect to 4 to be outcome, 
(X, 4) = z+(rT, (x, .op,. . . , x,.op)).s, and the value of an operation x EX from rs with re- 
spect to + to be vaZ,(x,X, -~)=z(outcome,(XI 4X, +),x.op).v. If + is a partial order 
on X, we define valset,(x,X, 4) = {val,(x,X, 4) : 4 is a strict total order on X consis- 
tent with <}. When 4 relates elements not in X, and +’ is the partial order induced by 
+ on X, we sometimes abuse notation by writing valset,(x,X, 4) for vaZset,(x,X, -?), 
and, if 4’ is a total order on X, vaZ,(x,X, <) for the only element in vaZset,(x,X, 4), 
and outcome& +) for outcome& 4). If 0 is not explicitly specified, it is assumed 
to be the initial state 00. 
Lemma 2.5. Zf + is a partial order on X then valset,(x,X, %) # 0 for all x EX. 
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Lemma 2.6. Zf + and -4 are partial orders on X such that 4 & 4 then valset,(x,X, 
4) C valset,(x,X, 4) for all x E X. 
Lemma 2.7. Suppose X C Y C: O,+ is a partial order on Y that induces a total order 
on X, and x + y for all x EX and y E Y -27. Then valset,(x, Y, 4) = {val,(x,X, +)} 
for all x EX, and valset,( y, Y, +) = valset,j(y, Y - X, 4) for all y E Y - X, where 
~7’ =outcome&X, 4). 
3. Formal model 
The specifications in this paper are done using a slight simplification of I/O au- 
tomata [ 193, ignoring aspects related to liveness. We do not deal with liveness directly 
in this paper. Instead, we assume bounds on the time to perform actions, and prove 
performance guarantees that imply liveness under those timing assumptions. 
A non-live Z/O automaton A consists of: 
l three disjoint sets of actions: in(A), out(A), and int(A); 
l a set states(A) of states; 
l a nonempty subset start(A) of start states; 
l a set steps(A) C states(A) x acts(A) x states(A) of steps such that there exists 
(s, rt,s’) E steps(A) for all s E states(A) and rc E in(A). 
We call the actions in in(A), out(A), and int(A) the input, output, and internal actions 
respectively. The input and output actions are also called external actions, and the 
set of external actions is denoted by ext(A). We denote the set of all actions of A 
by acts(A) = in(A) U out(A) U int(A). We write s $,A s’ or just s 5 s’ as shorthand for 
(s,rc,s’) E steps(A). We say an action rc is enabled in s if there exists s’ such that 
s 5 s’. Notice that every input action is enabled in every state. 
An execution fragment s0z~sl7c2s2 . + . is a finite or infinite sequence of alternating 
states and actions such that si-i 2 Si for all i. The external image of an execution 
fragment CI is the subsequence al,,(,~ of its external actions. An execution is an exe- 
cution fragment with SO E start(A). We denote the set of executions of A by execs(A). 
A trace of A is the external image of an execution, and the set of traces is denoted by 
traces(A). An event is an occurence of an action in a sequence. If an event rc (strictly) 
precedes n’ in LX, then we write rc + n’. A state is reachable in A if it appears in any 
execution of A. An invariant of A is a predicate that is true of every reachable state 
ofA. 
We often want to specify a distributed system by specifying the components that 
constitute the system. The entire system is then described by an automaton which is 
the composition of the automata describing the components. Informally, composition 
identifies actions with the same name at different component automata. Thus, when 
an action is executed, it is executed by all components with that action. The new 
automaton has the actions of all its components. Some restrictions on the automata to 
be composed are necessary so that the composition makes sense. In particular, internal 
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actions cannot be shared, an action can be the output action of at most one component, 
and actions cannot be shared by infinitely many components. 
Formally, for any index set I, a set {Ai}; EI of automata is compatible if int(A;)n 
acts(Ai) = 8 and Out(Ai) n out(Ai) = 8 for all i, j E I such that i #j, and no action is 
in acts(A;) for infinitely many i E I. The composition A = &_, Ai of a compatible set 
{A;};E, of automata has the following components: 
l in(A) = U;E1 in(A;) - U;,[ out(A;) 
out(A) = u;,, out(A,) 
W(A) = UiEI int(A;) 
l states(A)= n;,, states(A;) 
l start(A) = n;,, start(A;) 
l steps(A) = {(s, TC, s’) : s;~)A,s~ or 7~ $ acts(A;) As; = si for all i E Z} 
We denote the composition of two compatible automata A and B by A x B. 
Communication between automata is done through shared external actions, which 
remain external actions of the composition. Sometimes it is useful to hide these actions, 
reclassifying them as internal, so they cannot be used for further communication and 
no longer appear in traces. Formally, if A is an I/O automaton and @C out(A), then 
the hiding operation on A and @ produces an automaton A’ identical to A except that 
out(A’) = out(A) - @ and int(A’) = i&(A) U @. 
I/O automata can be used as specifications as well as implementations. We say that 
an automaton A implements another automaton B, and write A C B, if in(A) = in(B), 
out(A) = out(B), and traces(A) C traces(B). We say that A and B are equivalent, and 
write A E B, if they implement each other. 
Theorem 3.1. If A; C B; for all i E I then Hi,, A; C &-, B;. 
A standard way to show that one automaton implements another is to use simulations, 
which establish a correspondence between the states of the two automata. Formally, if A 
and B are automata with in(A) = in(B) and out(A) = out(B) then a forward simulation 
from A to B is a relation f between states(A) and states(B) such that: 
l If s E start(A) then there exists some u E start(B) such that f (s, u). 
l For reachable states s and u of A and B, if f (s, u) and s 5)~ s’, then there exists 
some U’ such that f (s’, u’) and there is some execution fragment of B from u to u’ 
with the same external image as z 
We denote {U : f (s, u)} by f [ ] s , and typically write u E f [s] instead of f (s, u). 
Theorem 3.2. If there is a forward simulation from A to B then A c B. 
4. Client specification 
We model a system as a service accessed by clients expected to obey certain con- 
ventions, called the well-formedness a sumptions. In this section, we formally define 
Signature 
Input: 
response@, Y)> where x E 6 and u E V 
Output: 
request(l), where xE 6 
State 
Input response+, c) 
Eff: None 
Fig. 1. Lkrr.s: the well-formed clients. 
these assumptions on the clients of the data service. The automaton Users in Fig. 1 
represents all clients, and uses shared state to encode the restrictions on the clients in 
a general and abstract way; in a real implementation, there need not be any shared 
state. 
Clients access the data by issuing requests and receiving responses from the data 
service. The data type only specifies serial behavior, that is, the behavior when the 
operations are requested in sequence. However, we allow clients to issue requests con- 
currently. To request an operation, a client specifies an operation descriptor x, which 
includes a unique identifier, and a prev set and strict flag which are intended to con- 
strain the responses the client may receive from the data service for the requested 
operation. Informally, the prev set represents operations that must be done before the 
requested operation, and can only include operations requested earlier. The relation 
CSC(requested) defines the client-specijed constraints. 
The condition x.id $ requested.id ensures that the operation identifiers are unique, 
and the condition x.preu 5 requested.id ensures that TC( CSC(requested)) is a strict 
partial order. 
Invariant 4.1. For x, y E requested, x = y H x. id = y. id. 
Invariant 4.2. TC(CSC(requested)) is u strict partial order 
In any reachable state of Users, we define the partial order + on requested so that 
n +. y if and only if (x.id, y.id) f TC(CSC(requested)). 
This automaton only specifies the well-formedness assumptions on the clients; it 
does not place any restrictions on the responses it may receive. Given a set X of 
operations, we say that a response(x,u) event is consistent &h a partial order -: on 
X if v E valset(x,X, +), and that a total order 4 explains the event if z’= vaf(x,X, -i’). 
We expect that every response corresponds to some request, and is consistent with the 
client-speci~ed constraints. This is guaranteed by the data service specification in the 
next section. 
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5. ESDS specification 
In this section, we give the formal specification of an eventually-serializable data 
service. We first specify this as the automaton ESDS-I, and we then prove several 
properties of this automaton. We then give an alternative specification ESDS-II, which 
is equivalent to ESDS-I. We give two specifications because ESDS-I is simpler to 
understand, while ESDS-II is more convenient for showing that the specification is 
implemented by the abstract algorithm we define in Section 6. 
5.1. Specijkation ESDS-I 
We now define an eventually-serializable data service. The clients of the service may 
issue requests concurrently, and thus the responses are not uniquely defined by the data 
type specification. A sequentially consistent data service would require that there exist 
a total order on the operations consistent with all the responses of the service. This total 
order is called a serialization. However, for some systems, sequential consistency is 
too expensive to guarantee. The eventually-serializable data service specification permits 
more efficient and resilient distributed implementations by allowing some operations to 
be reordered even after a response has already been returned. However, it must always 
respect the client-specified constraints. In addition, an operation may stabilize, after 
which it may no longer be reordered. 
Formally, an eventually-serializable data service is any automaton that implements 
ESDS-Z in Fig. 2. The input actions are the requests from the clients, and the output 
actions are the responses to these requests. Because of the well-formedness assump- 
tions, we expect that the client-specified constraints define a strict partial order on the 
requested operations. Although the automata is formally defined for any input, the fol- 
lowing discussion assumes well-formed clients. The informal claims in this subsection 
are stated and proved formally in the next subsection. 
The main idea is to maintain a strict partial order of the operations consistent 
with the client-specified constraints. In addition, the automaton maintains a set of 
stable operations, whose prefix in the partial order is total and fixed. If every op- 
eration is stable, the partial order is total, and we call this the eventual total or- 
der. Responses to strict operations must be consistent with the eventual total 
order. 
The wait and rept variables are used to keep track of pending requests. The set 
ops contains the operations that have been entered (by the enter action); only these 
operations are used (by the calculate action) to compute the return values of operations. 
The variable po defines a strict partial order -$, on the operations in ops, which 
restricts the order in which these operations may applied. This order must be consistent 
with the client-specified constraints given by the prev sets. The set stabilized contains 
the stable operations. 
The request and response actions are the interface actions with the clients. They 
update wait and rept appropriately. For each operation x, the specification defines 
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Signature 
Input: 
request(x), where x E d 
Output: 
response(x, c), where x E B and t’ E V 
Internal: 
enter(x,new-po), where x E 6 and new-po is a strict partial order on .B 
stabilize(x), where x E d 
calculate(x, L’), where x E c’ and u E V 
add-constraints(new-po), where ne,v-po is a partial order on J 
State 
wit, a subset of C, initially empty; the operations requested but not yet responded to 
rqt, a subset of C’ x V, initially empty; operations and responses that may be returned to clients 
oys, a subset of I(, initially empty; the set of all operations that have ever been entered 
po, a partial order on Y, initially empty; constraints on the order operations in ups are applied 
stabilized, a subset of Ip, initially empty; the set of stable operations 
Actions 
Input request(x) Internal stabilize(x) 
EtT wait + wuit U {x} Pre: x E ops 
Internal enter@, new-po) x $ stabilized 
Pre: x E wait V.Y E OPJ, Y =&x v x <,,v 
x $! ops opsl-+ C stabilized 
xpreo C ops.id Eff: stabilized + stabilized U {x} 
span(new-po) & ops.id U {xid} Internal calculate(x, 2)) 
po C new-p0 Pre: xEops 
CSC({x}) G new-po xstrict j x E stabilized 
{(y.id,x.id): y E stuhilized} 2 new-po tl E uuZset(x, ops, -$” ) 
El? ops +- ops U {x} Efi if x E wait then 
pu +- new-po rept + rept U {(x. c)} 
Output response(x, u) 
Internal add-constraints(new-po) 
Pre: spun(new-po) C opxid 
po c new-p0 
EIT po + new-/JO 
Pre: (x, II) E rept 
x E wait 
ER: wait + wuit - {x} 
rept + rept - {(x, a’) : 
(x, 0’) E rept} 
Fig. 2. Specification ESDS-I. 
internal actions of the form enter(x,new-po), stabilize(x) and calculate(x,u). The 
enter(x,new-po) action adds sufficient constraints to po to ensure that the new op- 
eration follows every operation specified by the client in the prev set, and preserves 
the prefix of stable operations. That is, a new operation must be preceded in new-po by 
every operation specified by the client and by every stable operation. The stabilize(x) 
action can occur only if x is totally ordered with respect to other operations in ops, 
and all preceding operations are already stable. The calculate(x, u) action chooses some 
return value for x consistent with the constraints specified by po. Strict operations 
must be stable when a value is calculated for them, but nonstrict operations need not 
be. Thus, the responses to the clients for nonstrict operations need not be consistent 
with the eventual total order. Repeated calculate actions for a specific operation may 
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produce different return values and the response action selects one of the values for 
the operation nondeterministically. 2 
In addition, there is an internal action add_constraints(new-po) which extends the 
partial order of constraints. Notice that the partial order can only be constrained further; 
once a constraint is imposed, it is never revoked. 
Although informally we expect every request to get a response and every operation 
to stabilize, there are no formal liveness guarantees in this specification. Instead, in 
Section 9, we assume time bounds on the actions, and prove performance guarantees 
that imply liveness under these timing assumptions. 
5.2. Properties of eventually-serializable data s1urvisrs 
We now prove several properties of ESDS-I x Users that are useful for writing 
applications that use the eventually-serializable data service. 
The first lemma says that stabilized, ops and po only increase, and that only entered 
operations are stabilized. 
Lemma 5.1. If’s r, s’ then mtabilized C: s’.stabilized 2 s.ops 2 s’.ops, and s.po C s’,po. 
Proof. Immediate from definition of ESDS-I. 13 
The next invariant says that po orders only operations in ops and contains the client- 
specified constraints. 
Invariant 5.2. sparz(po) 2 ops.id and CSC(ops) Cpo. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on the length of an execution. This is trivial in the 
initial state since po is empty. If the invariant holds in s and ~3.4 then only enter 
and add-constraints actions change po or ops: 
1. 
2. 
If rc = enter(x,s’.po) then span(s’.po) Cs.ops.id U {x.id} =s’.ops.id, and CSC(s.ops) 
C s.po C s’.po and CSC({s)) C s’.po, so CSC(s’.ops) = CSC(s.ops) u CSC({x)) 
c sf.po. 
If ~=add-constraints(~‘.po) then span(s’.po)Cs.ops.ill=s’.ops.id and CSC(s’.ops) 
= CSC(s.ops) c s.po c sf.po. 3 
The following two invariants say that stable operations can be compared with any 
entered operation, and thus, that stabilized is totally ordered by +,. 
Invariant 5.3. For all x E stabilized and y E ops, we have y <POx vx + y, 
Proof. We prove this by induction on the length of an execution. This is trivial 
in the initial state since stab~Zi~ed = 0. If the invariant holds in s and s 3s’ then 
‘This is equivalent to an automaton that only allows a sin& calculate action for each operation, but 
this requires additional formal machinery (e.g., backward simulations [20]) to prove. 
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y < sl.POx v x $ sj,PO y for all x E sstabilized and y E s.ops, since s.po C s’.po by 
Lemma 5.1. If x E s’stabilized - s.stabilized then rc = stabilize(x) so y < s,.Pc, x V 
x =S s’.po y for all y E s.ops = s’.ops by the precondition for stabilize(x). If y E s’.ops - 
s.ops then rr = enter(y,s’.po) and x -&~,PO y for all x E sstabilized = s’.stabilized. 0 
Invariant 5.4. stabilized is totally ordered by -$. 
Proof. Immediate from Invariant 5.2 since stabilized C: ops (by Lemma 5.1). 0 
The next invariant says that operations preceding stable operations are also stable. 
Invariant 5.5. Jf x E stabilized then ops( +,,,x c stabilized. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on the length of an execution. This is trivial in the 
initial state since stabilized is empty. Suppose the invariant holds in s and s 5 s’. Then 
for x E s.stabilized, if y E opsl +,, puX then x $ s.PO y, since s.po is a strict partial order and 
s.po C s’.po by Lemma 5.1. By Invariant 5.3, y +s.Pu x. Thus, by the inductive assump- 
tion and Lemma 5.1, y E s.stabilized C s’.stabilized. If x E s’stabilized - s.stabilized 
then 7c = stabilize(x) and thus, opsl+ pc,x = op~l+,~,,~ C s’stabilized. 0 
The next invariant says that there is a unique value for stable operations. 
Invariant 5.6. If x E stabilized then valset(x, ops, +) = {val(x, ops( Q, $ I} 
Proof. By Invariant 5.5, opsl <,,X C stabilized, so by Invariant 5.4, -+ totally orders 
opsl <,,,X, and by Invariant 5.3, y E ops - opsl + JX +, y. Thus, by Lemma 2.7, 
valset(x, ops, -xpo) = {4x, opsl $,0X, -$)}. 0 
We now give several guarantees on the behavior of the system that may be useful 
for applications. The first theorem says that for each operation x, there is a total order 
of the requested operations consistent with the client-specified constraints that explains 
the response for x and the response of every strict operation that receives a response 
before x is requested. 
Theorem 5.7. Suppose l? is a trace of ESDS-I x Users, and reqs is the set of oper- 
ations requested in b’. For each response(x,v) event in p, there exists a total order 
to(x) on reqs.id consistent with CSC(reqs) such that v = val(x,reqs, -Q~)) and jar 
every response( y, u’) 34 request(x) with y.strict, v’ = val( y, reqs, -Q~)). 
Proof (Sketch). Let z be an execution of ESDS-I x Users with external image p. 
There must be a calculate(x,v) event in cx preceding the response(x,v) event. Let 
s be the state of a immediately preceding this event. By the precondition, there 
is a total order + on s.ops consistent with +,0 such that v = ual(x,s.ops, 3). 
If response(y, v’) 4~ request(x) and y.strict then let s’ be the state immediately 
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preceding the calculate(y, v’) event. By Invariant 5.6, v’ is the unique value for y con- 
sistent with -x~~.~~, and by Lemma 5.1, s’.po C s.po, so v’ = val( y, s’.ops, 3) = val( y, s.ops, 
4). Let to(x) be such that + is a prefix of -$o(x), that is, all operations in reqs - s.ops 
are ordered after the operations in ops. Then val(y, reqs, -$O(X)) = val(y,s.ops, +) for 
y E s.ops, establishing the theorem. 0 
The next theorem says that there is an eventual total order that explains all responses 
to strict operations. 
Theorem 5.8. Suppose p is a jinite trace of ESDS-I x Users, and reqs is the set of 
operations requested in b. There exists a total order eto on reqs.id consistent with 
CSC(reqs) such that for every response@, v) event in p with xstrict, v = val(x, reqs, 
-Gto ). 
Proof (Sketch). Let CI be a finite execution of ESDS-I x Users with external image 
/?, and s be the final state of c(. Let 3 be a total order on s.ops consistent with +,O. 
If response(x, v) is an event of CI with x.strict then let s’ be the state immediately pre- 
ceding the calculate(x, v) event. By Invariant 5.6, v is the unique value for x consistent 
with +I.~~, and by Lemma 5.1, s’.po c s.po, so v = val(x, s’.ops, 3) = vaZ(x, s.ops, +). 
Let eto be such that + is a prefix of -&. Then v&(x, reqs, -&) = vaZ(x,s.ops, 3) for 
x E s.ops, establishing the theorem. 0 
The following corollary says that when all requests are strict, ESDS-I appears sim- 
ilar to an atomic object. The eventual total order from the previous theorem defines 
the serialization. 
Corollary 5.9. Suppose ,8 is a jnite trace of ESDS-I x Users, reqs is the set of 
operations requested in b, nnd x.strict for all x E reqs. Then there exists a total order 
eto on reqs.id consistent with CSC(reqs) such that for every response(x,v) event in 
p, v = val(x, reqs, +eto). 
5.3. Specijication ESDS-I1 
We now give an alternative specification of eventually-serializable data services, 
using a more nondeterministic automaton ESDS-II, and we show that ESDS-I and 
ESDS-II are equivalent. Although this automaton is more complicated than ESDS-I, 
it is easier to use as the specification in a simulation proof because it allows more 
nondeterminism. We use it in the simulation proof in Section 8. 
There are three differences between the two automata, all in the preconditions of 
two actions, enter and stabilize. The new actions appear in Fig. 3. 
Two of the differences are minor: the clauses x 6 ops and x 6 stabilized are removed 
from the preconditions of the enter and stabilize actions respectively. This allows 
them to be done repeatedly for each operation. This is minor because a repeated 
enter(x,new-po) is equivalent to an add_constraints(new-po) action, and a repeated 
stabilize(x) does not change the state at all. 
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Internal enter@, new-po) 
Pre: x E wait 
xprev C ops.id 
.span(newpo) C ops.id U {x.id} 
po c new-p0 
CSC( {x}) 5_ new-p0 
Internal stabilize(x) 
Pre: x E ops 
VY E ops, Y <,,ox v x </I0 I‘ 
-+,,, totally orders ops j +I 
EtT: stabilized + stabilized U {x} 
{(y.id,x.id): y~stabilized}Cnew-po 
Efi op” + ops U {x} 
po + new-p0 
Fig. 3. The enter and stabilize actions of ESDS-ZZ 
G is a relation between states in ESDS-ZZ and states in ESDS-Z such that u E G[s] if and only if: 
l u.wait = s.wail 
l wept = s.rept 
. ILops = s.ops 
. up0 = s.po 
. utabilized > sstabilized 
Fig. 4. Forward simulation from ESDS-ZZ to ESDS-Z 
The third difference is more significant. When an operation is stabilized, instead of 
requiring that preceding operations already be stable, the stabilize action of ESDS-II 
only requires that they be totally ordered by -+. This allows “gaps” between stable 
operations, which are impossible in ESDS-Z by Invariant 5.5. All the other invariants, 
lemmas and theorems remain true for ESDS-ZZ, with their proofs largely unchanged. 
It is easy to see that ESDS-Z implements ESDS-ZZ since every execution of ESDS-Z 
is an execution of ESDS-ZZ. We can show that ESDS-ZZ implements ESDS-Z with 
a simple simulation proof. The simulation, given in Fig. 4, relates states of ESDS-ZZ 
to states of ESDS-Z when the operations stable in the implementation are also stable 
in the specification, and all other state components are equal. Informally, this allows 
ESDS-Z to “fill in the gaps” allowed between stable operations in ESDS-ZZ. 
The proof that this is a simulation is straightforward. Every action simulates itself 
except that the stabilize(x) action in ESDS-ZZ simulates a (possibly empty) sequence 
of stabilize action in ESDS-I, one for each operation in opsl Q -stabilized. The key 
observation is that if an execution of ESDS-ZZ stabilizes an operation that has preced- 
ing operations that have not yet stabilized, then the simulated execution of ESDS-Z 
can stabilize all such operations first. 
6. Algorithm 
We now present an algorithm that implements the eventually-serializable data service 
specification ESDS-ZZ in the previous section. In later sections, we prove formally that 
the algorithm implements the data service. 
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Signature 
Input: 
send,(m), where M E Y 
output: 
receive,j(m), where m E It 
State 
channel,;, a multiset of messages (from U), initially empty 
Actions 
Input sendi, 
Eff: channel;, +- channel,, U {m} 
Output receive,;(m) 
Pre: m E channel,, 
EtT: cllunnd,; - chunnel,i ~ {m) 
Fig. 5. Automaton for channel from process i to process j with message set k’. 
The algorithm replicates the data, maintaining a complete copy at each replica. We 
assume that there are at least two replicas. Each client uses a front end to the service 
that keeps track of pending requests and handles communication with the replicas. We 
model inter-process communication by point-to-point channels, and we assume that the 
processes and channels are reliable, but we make no assumptions about the order of 
message delivery. The algorithm can be modified to tolerate processor crashes and 
message losses and we discuss these considerations in a later section. We also assume 
that local computation time is insignificant compared with communication delays, so 
that a process is always able to handle any input it receives. This is reasonable if the 
computation required by each operation is not excessive. 
This algorithm is based on the luzy-replication scheme of Ladin et al. [ 151, which 
uses gossip messages to maintain consistency among the replicas. Each replica main- 
tains a label for each operation it knows about. These labels may be received by gossip, 
or generated by the replica if no label has been gossiped to it. The labels are totally 
ordered and are generated uniquely, and an operation’s place in the eventual total order 
is determined by the system-wide minimum label for that operation. 
6.1. The channels 
Point-to-point channels are used for request and response messages between front 
ends and replicas and for gossip messages between replicas. We assume that chan- 
nels are reliable, but we do not assume that they are FIFO. A channel from pro- 
cess i to process j with message set M is modelled by the simple automaton in 
Fig. 5. It has sendlj and receiveij actions and a single state variable chunnelij rep- 
resenting the messages in transit. For channels from a front end to a replica, the 
message set is Jreq = { (“request”,x) : x E C}; f rom a replica to a front end, it is 
Mrrsp = { (“response”,x, u) : x E C, u E V}. For channels between replicas, the message 
set is J&‘~~,,~.~;~ = { (“gossip”,R,D,L,S) : R, D, S C G,L : Y + _Y U {cQ}}, where 27 is a 
set of labels, formally defined in Section 6.3, used by the replicas to maintain consis- 
tency. For a gossip message m = (“gossip”, R,D, L,S), we use R,, D,, L, and S, to 
denote R, D, L and S, respectively. 
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Signature 
Input: 
request(x), where x E CCC 
receive,‘(m), where Y is a replica and m E J?,~,.~~ 
Output: 
response@, t’), where x E P, and c E V 
send,.,(m), where r is a replica and m E Hrey 
State 
wuitc, a subset of C?, initially empty 
rept,., a subset of CC x V, initially empty 
Actions 
Input request(x) 
EtT wait, - waitr U {x} 
Output send& (“request”,x)) 
Pre: I E ttuit, 
El? None 
Input receive,( (“response”,x, 0) ) 
El? if x E waitc then repf, + repr, U {(x, c)} 
Output response(x, 0) 
Pre: (x, V) E rept( 
x E wait, 
Etf: wuit( + wuitc - {I} 
repf, - rept, - {(x, d) : (x, 21’) E rept,.} 
Fig. 6. Automaton for the front end of client c 
6.2. The front ends 
When a client submits a request, its front end to the service relays the request to 
one or more replicas, which maintain a copy of the data object; when the front end 
receives a response, it relays that to the client. Although we have been modelling the 
clients as a single automaton, the replicas must distinguish between clients, so they 
can send responses to the appropriate front ends. For simplicity, we assume that the 
clients encode their identity into the operation identifier. Formally, if C is the set of 
clients, we assume there is a static function client : 4 + C. We use this to partition C 
into sets fit = {x : client(x.id) = c}. 
The front end automaton is shown in Fig. 6. The variables wait, and rept, keep 
track of pending requests from client c. The request and response actions are the 
interface actions with the client c, and they update wait, and rept, appropriately. The 
front end may send a message requesting a response for any pending operation, i.e., 
any operation in wait,. Note that the send& (“request”,x)) action may be performed 
repeatedly, requesting a response from different replicas, or even repeatedly from the 
same replica. 3 When a response for a pending request is received from a replica, the 
front end records it in rept,. 
3 Some implementations may do this for efficiency, or to compensate for faulty channels or servers, and 
we allow it as it does not affect correctness. However, we assume for now that no faults occur, and we are 
only concerned with safety. See Section 9 for a discussion of performance and fault-tolerance. 
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Signature 
Input: 
receive,,(m), where c is a client and m E _#rS,C# 
receive,,,(m), where r’ # r is a replica and m E , (,,,;, 
Output: 
send,(m), where c is a client and m E ~&VP 
send,,(m), where Y’ fr is a replica and m E A’C,OJ.Yi,, 
Internal: 
do-it&x, I), where x E Ifi and i E 55 
State 
pm&~,., a subset of L’, initially empty; the messages that require a response 
rcvd,., a subset of 6, initially empty; the operations that have been received 
donr,[i] for each replica i, a subset of C’, initially empty; the operations r knows are done at i 
stabk,[i] for each replica i, a subset of C, initially empty; the operations r knows are stable at i 
kzbebel, : 9 -+ _.T u {CC}, initially all co; the minimum label I has seen for id f 4 
Derived variable: Icr = {(id, id’) : I~bel~(i~f<Inbel~(iti’)}, a strict partial order on Y; 
the local constraints at Y 
Actions 
Input receive,,((“request”,x)) Output send,t( (“gossip”, R,D,L.,S)) 
Eff: pending, + pending, U {x} Pre: R = reed,; D = done, [r]; 
rcvdr + rfvd, U {.x} L = I&&; s = sttrh/e,[r] 
Internal do-it& I) Input receive,f,( (“gossip”, R. D, L, S) ) 
Pre: x E rcud, - doneJr] ER rrvd, + rcvd, u R 
xprev C done,[r].id donr,[r’] + done,[r’] U D US 
l> lubrl,(y.id) for all JJ E donr,[r] done,[r] + done,[r] U D U S 
ER done&] - done,[r] u {x} done,[i] + done,[i] US for all i # r, Y’ 
Iubei,(.r.id) - I label, + min( label,, L) 
Output send,( rresponse”,x, V) ) stahlr,[r’] + stabte,[r’] u S 
Pre: x E ~end~~g~ n done,[r] stable,[r] + sruble,.[r] u S u 
xstrict Jx E nj stable,[i] (n, JoneJi]) 
v E valset(x, donr,[r], -$, ) 
c = client(x.id) 
Eff: pending, + pending, - {x) 
Fig. 7. Automaton for replica r. 
6.3. The replicas 
The replicas do not keep an explicit state of the data which is updated by each 
operation. Instead, they assign labeis to the operations from a well-ordered set. These 
labels are used to compute the return values for the operations. To maintain consistency, 
the replicas “gossip” the labels, keeping the minimum label for each operaton. An 
operation is done at a replica if that replica has a label for that operation. An operation 
is stable at a replica r if r knows that it is done at every replica. The informal claims 
made in this section are stated and proved formally in the next section. 
The automaton speci~cation for a replica r is given in Fig. 7. The set pe~d~ng~ keeps 
track of pending requests. The set r-cud, contains every operation that this replica has 
received, either directly from a front end, or through gossip from another replica. The 
variable done,. is an array of sets of operations, one for each replica, where done,[i] is 
the set of operations that Y knows are done at replica i. Similarly, stable, is an array 
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of sets of operations, where stabZe,[i] is the set of operations that r knows are stable 
at i. Note that done,[r] and stable,[r] are special in that r does not need to gossip 
with itself, so done,[r] is the set of operations that are done at r, and stable,[r] is the 
set of operations that are stable at r. The label, function keeps the minimum label r 
has seen for each operation identifier, where cc indicates that no label has been seen 
yet. Labels are taken from a well-ordered set 9, and this order is extended to x, 
so 1 <CC for all 1 E 2’. We use the label, function to derive Ic,, the local constraints 
at r, which is a strict partial order on 3. 
The labels are partitioned into sets 5$ for each replica r, and replica r only assigns 
labels from Zr; this ensures that labels are assigned uniquely. For any finite set of 
labels and any replica r, there exists a label I E Tr that is greater than any label in the 
finite set. This prevents a replica from “getting stuck” without a label to assign to an 
operation. Because labels are assigned uniquely to the operations done at r, lc, totally 
orders done,.[r]. 
The receive,,((“request”,x)) action simply records that a new request from client c 
for an operation has been received. That request is pending, i.e., it is added to pending,., 
even if the operation had been received previously. 4 The do-&(x, 1) action assigns a 
new label I E 44, to x, and adds x to the set of done operations. This is allowed only if 
x is not yet done at replica r and all the operations specified by x.prev set are. The new 
label is chosen to be greater than the label for any operation already done at r, so that 
these operations precede x in the local constraints. If there is a pending request for an 
operation done at r, the send,( (“response”,x, v)) action computes a return value for 
x according to the local constraints, and relays a message to the client that requested 
it. If x is strict, this action is enabled only if r knows x is stable at all replicas. 
Replica use gossip messages to inform the other replicas about operations they have 
received and processed. When replica r sends a gossip message, it includes the set R 
of operations it has received, the set D of operations done at r, the set S of operations 
stable at r, and a function L giving the minimum label seen by r for each operation. 
When replica r receives a gossip message from r ‘, it “merges” the information with its 
knowledge. Specifically, it adds R to its received operations, and adds D to done,.[r’]. 
Since any operation that r knows is done at r’ is done at r, D is also added to done,[r]. 
Similarly, S is added to stabZe,[r’] and stable,[r]. Since S consists of operations stable 
at r’ when the message was sent, every operation in S is done at every replica, so S is 
also added to done,.[i] for all i. The label, function is updated to return for each oper- 
ation, the smaller of the label already known to r and the label in the gossip message. 
Recall that 00 indicates that an operation has no label. Finally, operations that r knows 
are done at every replica, i.e., the operations in ni done,[i], are added to stable,[r]. 
4 This is unnecessary if communication is reliable, as we assume, but it does not affect correctness, and 
is natural if the front ends issue multiple requests, as we allow. Some implementations may do this for 
performance or fault-tolerance. See Section 9 for a discussion of these issues. 
OJB = U, donca,[r], the set of operations done at any replica 
OPJ], = {X E ops: labe/,(x.id) = 1 for some r or ~,(x.id) = E for some m E U, y, channel,,~ }, the set of 
operations with label 1 
minlubrl(id) = min(ur{labrl,-(id)}), the system-wide minimum label for each operation 
potmtid_rrpt, = {(x, c) : (“response”,x, o) E U, chuntzel,.C AX E wait,}, responses en route to c 
Ic, = {(id, id’) : lubcl,(id) < lubel,(id’)}, the local constraints at replica I 
mcr(m) = {(id, id’) : min(lubrl,(id), L&id)) < min(lubel,(id’), L&id’))}, for any m E .&q,,.~.Ylp, the mes- 
sage constraints of m at replica r 
SC = (0,. kr) n (n,.,, n,,, E ir,nnt,tr,r m,(m)), the system constraints 
po, the relation indked by TC(CSC(qx) U SC)’ on ops 
Fig. 8. Derived variables for ESDS-A&. 
6.4. The system 
Let ESDS-Alg be the composition of all the front 
tomata, with the send and receive actions hidden. It is 
this algorithm to define several derived state variables 
summarized, together with the local constraints defined 
Fig. 8. 
end, channel, and replica au- 
convenient for the analysis of 
for this automaton. These are 
in the previous subsection, in 
The set ops is the set of operations done at any replica, and the set ups/i is the 
subset of these operations with label 1. The function rnin~a~e~ returns the system-wide 
minimum label for each operation. 
It is also useful to consider the effects of messages in transit. We denote by 
potential_rept, the change to the rept, set if all the response messages to c are received 
immediately. When a gossip message is received by a replica, the local constraints at 
that replica may change. We define the messuge constraints me,(m) of a gossip mes- 
sage m at a replica r to be the local constraints that r would have if it received m 
immediately. 
Since each replica assigns labels to operations independently, the local constraints 
at different replicas need not be consistent. However, because the replicas use the 
minimum label for each operation, these constraints converge as the replicas gossip. 
To capture this, we define the system c~n~tr~~ints SC to be those constraints agreed 
upon by all replicas, taking into account the message constraints. Together with the 
client-specified constraints, the system constraints define a partial order po that restricts 
the eventual total order. 
7. Invariants 
We now prove several invariants about the system ~2 = ESDS-Afg x Users. These 
are used in the next section to show that the algorithm implements the specification 
when the clients are well-formed. 
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7.1. Basic invariants 
We first prove several invariants that capture some of the basic intuition about the 
state variables and the messages sent. 
The first invariant says that every operation r knows to be done at any replica is 
also done at r, and every operation r knows to be stable at any replica is also stable 
at Y. 
Invariant 7.1. done,[r] = lJi done,[i] and stable,[rl = Uj m&J4 
Proof. Since done,[r] c Uj done,[i], and stable,[r] C Ui stable,[i], we only need to 
show that done,.[i] C_ done,.[r] and stable,[i] cstabZe,.[r] for all i. We prove this by 
induction on the length of an execution. The base case is trivial because all the sets 
are empty. But notice that the done,[r] and stable,.[r] never decrease, and any elements 
added to done,[i] or stable,[i] (when processing a gossip message) are also added to 
ctone,[r] or stable,[r], respectively. 0 
The next invariant says stable,[r] contains exactly the operations r knows are done 
at every replica. 
Invariant 7.2. stable,[r] = ni done,[i]. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on the length of an execution. The base case is 
trivial because all the sets are empty in the initial state. If the invariant holds for s 
and s 5 s’ then 
1. If 7~ = do_it,.(x, I) then note that x $! ,s.dorze,.[r], and since there is at least one 
other replica r’, x 6 s.done,[r’] = s’.done,[r’] by Invariant 7.1. SO s’.stable,[r] = 
s.stable,.[r] = (J s.done,.[i] = ni s’.done,[i]. 
2. If 7r = receive,f,(m) then s’.stable,[r] = s.stable,[r] US, U ni s’.done,[i] > 
nj s’.done,[i]. Also, s.stable,.[r] u S, = ni s.done,[i] u S, C ni s’.done,[i], so 
s’.stable,.[r] g nj s’.done,.[i]. Thus, s’.stable,[r] = nj s’.done,[i]. 
3. Other actions do not change done,[i] or stabZe,[r], so the invariant continues to 
hold. ci 
The next invariant says that the information in a gossip message is not more “up- 
to-date” than the state of the replica that sent it, and that the set of stable operations 
in a message is a subset of the set of done operations in that message. 
Invariant 7.3. For any gossip message m E channel,.{, R, C rcvdI., D, C done,[r], 
L, 2 label,., S,,, C stable,[r], and S,,, C D,. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on the length of an execution. The base case 
is trivial because there are no messages. If the invariant holds in s and s 5 s’ then 
for any m E s.channel,.,.f , we have R, C s.rcvd, C s’.rcvd,, D, & s.done,[r] C s’.done,[r], 
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L, >s.label, >s’.label,, S,,, C s.stable,[r] C s’.stabler[r], and S, CD,. And s’.channel,, 
C s.channel,j unless TC = send,/(m). But in this case, the new message has R, = 
s’.rcvd,, D, = s’.done,.[r], L, = s’.label, and S, = s’.stable,[r], and by Invariant 7.2 
&SD,. 0 
The next invariant says that the information at r about the state of i is not more 
“up-to-date” than the state of i. 
Invariant 7.4. done,.[i] C donei[i] and stable,[i] C stablei[i]. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on the length of an execution. The base case 
is trivial because all the sets are empty. If the invariant holds in s and s 3 s’ then 
donei[i] and stablei[i] never decrease, and done,[i] and stable,[i] are unchanged unless 
rr= receive,.f,(m) for some Y’ # r. There are two cases: 
1. If r' # i then s’.stable,[i] =s.stable,[i]. By Invariants 7.3 and 7.2, and the induc- 
tive assumption (applied for r = r’), S,,, C s.stable,l[r’] C s.done,l [i] C s.donei[i], so 
s’.done,[i] =s.done,[i] US, Cs.donei[i] =s’.done;[i]. 
2. If r’= i then by Invariant 7.3, s’.stable,[i] = s.stable,.[i] US, C s.stable,[i] U 
s.stablei[i] = s.stable,[i] = s’.stable,[i]. By Invariant 7.3, D, C s.donei[i], and fol- 
lowing the reasoning above, S C s.donei[i], so s’.done,[i] = s.dune,[i] U D, US, C 
s.donei[i] =s’.donei[i]. 0 
The next invariant says that operations have labels at replica r exactly when they 
are in done,[r], and they have labels in a gossip message m exactly when they are in 
D,. Recall that CC indicates that an operation has no label. 
Invariant 7.5. done,[r].id = {id : label,(id) < cc} and for any m E IJr,rj channel,,~, 
D,.id={id:L,,,(id)<x}. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on the length of an execution. The base case is 
trivial since there are no messages, and for all r, done,[r] = 0 and label,(id) = 00 for 
all id. If this invariant holds in s and s : s’ then: 
1. If rt = do-&(x, I) then s’.label,(x.id) = 1 <co and x E s’.doner[r], and all other con- 
ditions hold from s. 
2. If rt = send,.,./(m) then we have D,.id = s.done,.[r].id = {id : s.label,.(id) < CO} = 
{id: L,(id)<co}. All th o er conditions hold from s. 
3. If rr = receive,r,(m) then since S, CD, by Invariant 7.3, 
s’.done,[r].id = s.done,[r].id U D,.id 
= {id : s.label,(id)<oo}U{id : L,(id)<oo) 
= {id : min(s.label,(id), L&id)) <co} 
= {id : s’.label,(id)<oo}. 
All other conditions hold from s. 
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4. Other actions do not change label,, done,[r] or channel,!, so the invariant continues 
to hold. 0 
The next invariant says that operations in the system have been requested. 
Invariant 7.6. U, wait, u {x : (“request”,x) E U,,, channel,.,} U U, rcvd, U ops C re- 
quested. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on the length of an execution. It is trivial in the ini- 
tial state because all the sets are empty. Suppose the invariant holds in s and s $ s’. If x 
is added to wait, then rc = request(x), and x is also added to requested. If (“request”,x) 
is added to channel,, then rc= send,,((“request”,x)), so x E s.wait,. If x is added to 
rcvd, then either n = receive& (“request”,x)), in which case (“request”,~) l s.channel,,., 
or rc = receive,!,(m) with x E R,, in which case x l s.rcvd,t by Invariant 7.3. If x is 
added to done,[r] then either rr= do_it,(x,l) for some 1, in which case x~s.rcvd,, 
or II = receive,!,(m) with x ED, US,,,, in which case x E s.done,, [r’] by Invariant 7.3. 
Since requested is never decreased, the invariant holds in s’. 0 
The next invariant says that operations for which a response has been generated are 
done at some replica. 
Invariant 7.7. {x : 31, (x, v) E reptc Upotential-rept,} C ops. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on the length of an execution. This is true in the 
initial state because all the sets are empty. If it is true in s and s 5 s’ then it must be 
true in s’ since ops never decreases, and rept, and potential_rept, are only increased 
by the send and receive of response messages. But if rt = send,((“response”,x, 0)) 
then x E s.done,[r] C s’.done,[r] C s’.ops, and if rc = receive,( (“response”,x, a)) then 
(x, v) E s.potential_rept,, so s’.reptc U s’.potential_rept, C srept, Us.potential_rept,. •1 
The next invariant says that requested operations that are no longer in wait, for any 
client c are done at some replica. 
Invariant 7.8. requested - U, wait, c ops. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on the length of an execution. The base case is 
trivial because requested = 8. If this invariant holds in s and s 3 s’ then 
1. If T-C = request(x) then the invariant continues to hold since although x is added to 
requested, it is also added to wait,, where c = client(x.id). 
2. If rr= response(x,v) then (x,v) l s.rept, for c = client(x.id), so by Invariant 7.7, 
x E s.ops, and the invariant continues to hold. 
3. Other actions decrease neither ops nor U, wait,, and do not increase requested. 0 
7.2. System constraint Iemma and i~~ur~ants 
We now prove a lemma and several invariants about the system constraints. We begin 
with the following lemma, which states that the system constraints only increase. 
Lemma 7.9. For any reachable state s, ifs -5 s’ then s.sc C S’X. 
Proof. For (id, id’) E s.sc, we must show that for each replica r, (id, id’) E s’.Ic, and 
(id, id’) E s’.mc,.(m) for all m E U,., s’.channeE,~,.. We do this by cases on z: 
1. If n =do_it,(x, E) then x.id @s.done,[r].id by Invariant 4.1, since x $s.done,[r]. 
But id E s.done,[r].id by Inva~ant 7.5, since s.~abe~~(id) <s.ZabeZ~(~d’)~~. Thus, 
s’.~ubel~(id) =s.label,(id). If id’ =x.id then .~‘.~abe~~(id’) = ~>s.labe~~(id); other- 
wise, s~.label~(id’)=s.labe~~(id’)>s.~abei~(id). Thus, we have (id,id’)Es’.kc, since 
(id, id’) E s.lc,.. 
For m E IJ,., s’.channel,/, = U,, s.channel,f,, we have (id, id’) E s.mc,(m), and thus 
min(s.label,(id),L,(id))< min(s.labeZ,(id’),L,(id’))<L,(id’). 
Since min(s’.label,(id),L,(id)) <s’.labeE,(id) <s’.Eabel,(id’), as shown above, we 
have (id, id’) E s’.mc,(m). 
2. If n = send,,,.(m) then sf..se = s.sc n s’.rnc,.(~~z). Since 
S.SC c S& n s.~c,.~ 
C {(id, id’) : min(s.hbel,(id),s.label,,(id))} 
= s’.mc,(m) 
we have s’.sc = UC. 
3. If 7t = receive,,,(nz) then s’.IcI = s.m~~(m) 2 s.sc. For IPI’ E Uis’.&unneli,. = 
ui s.ehan~eii~ - {m}, we have (id, id’) E s.mc,(m) n s.rnc~(~z’). Thus, 
and (id, id’) E s’.mc,(m’). 
4. All other actions leave label,(id), label,(id’) and U,., channelrrY unchanged, 
so (id, id’) E s.lc,. = s’.~c, and (id, id’) E s.mc,(m) = s’.mc,(m) for all rn E 
U,, s’.channel,.I,. = U,, s.channel,p,. q 
The next invariant says that labeis for operations in the prev set of an operation x 
are no greater than the label for x. The equality is allowed because there may not be a 
label for either x or the operation in its prev set, in which case both will have “labels” 
of co. 
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Invariant 7.10. If (id, id’) E CSC(ops) then label,.(id) < laM,(id’), and L,(id) d 
L,(id’) for all m E chunnel,,f 
Proof. We prove this by induction on the length of an execution. The base case is 
trivial since ops is empty. If the invariant holds in s and s $ S’ then we show that it 
holds in s’. The invariant is maintained trivially except by the following actions: 
1. If r-r = do-$.(x, 1) then for id E x.prev C s.done,[r].id, we have s’.lubel,(id) = 
s.luhel,(id) < I= s’.lubel,(x.id). If (x.id, id) E CSC(s’.ops) for some id E s’.ops.id 
then s’.ops =s.ops. By the inductive assumption and Invariant 7.5, s’.lubel,(id) = 
s.lubel,(id)>s.lubel,(x.id) = 00 > 1 =s’.lubel,(x.id). 
2. If rr = send,,(m) then L,(id) =s.lubel,(id) ds.lubel,(id’) =L,(id’) by the induc- 
tive assumption. 
3. If 7c = receive,,,(m) then by the inductive assumption, s’.lubrl,(id) = 
min(s.lubel,(id),L,(id))< min(s.lubel,.(id’),L,(id’)) =s’.lubel,(id’). 0 
The next invariant says that the local constraints at any replica are consistent with 
the client-specified constraints. 
Invariant 7.11. TC(CSC(ups) U lc,.) is u strict purtiul order. 
Proof. TC(CSC(ops) U k,) is transitive by definition, so we only need to show it 
is irreflexive. Suppose, for contradiction, that (id, id) E TC( CSC(ops) U Ic,), and let 
1= lubel,.(id). Then there exist ido, idI,. . , idk such that id = ido = idk and (idi_,, id,) 
E CSC(ops) U lc, for i = 1,. ,k. By Invariant 7.10 and the definition of lc,., I= 
lubel,.(ido) < lubel,(idl ) < . 6 lubel,(idk) = 1, so lubel,(idi) = 1 for i = 0,. . . , k. Thus. 
(idi_1,idi)@lc, for i=l,..., k, and SO (idi_ I, idi) E CSC(ops) C CSC(requested) 
for all i. However, this implies (id, id) E TC( CSC(requested)), which contradicts 
Invariant 4.2. 0 
The next invariant is a corollary of the previous one. It says that the system con- 
straints are consistent with the client-specified constraints. 
Invariant 7.12. TC( CSC(ops) U SC) is u strict purtiul order. 
Proof. This is immediate from Invariant 7.11 since TC(CSC(ops) U SC) C: TC(CSC 
(ops) U lc,) for any 7, and it is transitive by definition. 0 
7.3. Invuriunts jbr local constraints 
In this subsection, we show that at each replica, different operations have different 
labels. However, operations at different replicas may have the same label. Recall that 
the set of operations in ops with label 1 is opsll. We first show that operations with 
labels from 9,. are done at Y. 
Invariant 7.13. If I E ._Yr then ops]t C done,.[r]. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on the length of an execution. This is trivial in 
the initial state because ops is empty. If it is true in s and s 5 s’ then s’.ops]t 2 
s.opslt & s.done,.[r] C s’.done,[r], unless x = do&(x, Z), in which case, s’opslt = s.ops(t 
U {x} C s.done,[r] U {x} = s’.done,[r]. 0 
The next invariant says that all operations with label 1 can be ordered so that if 
an operation has label I at a replica or in a message, then all earlier operations, 
according to the ordering, have smaller labels at that replica or in that message. 
This order corresponds to the order in which the operations are first assigned the 
label I. 
Invariant 7.14. There is a total order -+ on opslt such that tf y -Q x then 
lubel,(x.id) = 1 + label,(y.id) < 1 for all r 
L,(x.id) = 1 =S L,(y.id)<l for m E U,, channeZ,,r 
Proof. We prove this by induction on the length of an execution. This is trivial in the 
initial state since ops]t is empty. If it is holds in s and 35s’ then s’.opsIt =s.opsIt 
unless rc = do-&(x, E) where I E Tr. Let +t be a total order satisfying the invariant 
in s. 
1. If rc = do&(x, I) then x $ s.done,[r] 2 sopslt by Invariant 7.13 Since s.hbel,.(y.id) 
<E for y Es.done,[r], we have 41 u {(y,x) : y~s.opslt} is a total order on s’. 
done,.[r] satisfying the invariant in s’. 
2. If x=send,.,.~(m) then for y +1x, L,(x.id) =s.label,(x.id) = I+ L,(y.id) = 
s.labeZ,(y.id) < 1 by the inductive assumption. So +I satisfies the invariant in s’. 
3. If II = receive,,,.(m) then for y-~/x, if s’.label,(x.id) = 1 then s.Iabel,(x.id) = 1 or 
L,(x.id) = 1, so by the inductive assumption, s’.label,(y.id) = min(s.label,(y.id), 
L,(y.id))< I. 
4. For all other actions, -+ continues to satisfy the invariant in s’. 0 
The next invariant says that the local constraints totally order the operations done at 
a replica. 
Invariant 7.15. -+, totally orders done,[r]. 
Proof. For X, y E done,[r], if x &, y A y &, x then IabeI,(x.id) = label,(y.id) = 
1 <CQ, by the definition of -+, and Invariant 7.5. Let <I be a total order satisfy- 
ing Invariant 7.14. Then x $1 y and y #lx, so x = y. q 
The next inva~ant says values computed by a replica are consistent with both the 
client-specified constraints and the local constraints. 
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Invariant 7.16. For x E done,[r], valset(x, done,.[r], -+, ) = ualset(x, ops, -+), where R = 
TC( CSC( ops) u lc,). 
Proof. Since lc, C R, by Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6, 8 # valset(x, ops, -+)Cvalset(x, ops, lc,). 
By Lemma 2.7, valset(x,ops,lc,) = {val(x,done,[r],lc,)}, since lc, is a total order on 
done,[r] by Invariant 7.15, and x E done,.[r] A y E ops - done,[r] + x +, y by Invari- 
ant 7.5. Thus, valset(x, done,[r], -+, ) = valset(x, ops, +R). 0 
7.4. Invariants for strict operations 
Finally, we prove several invariants that guarantee that strict operations receive the 
“correct” values, that is, values consistent with the eventual total order. 
The next invariant says that if an operation has label 1 E 6”; then the label for that 
operation at replica r is no larger than 1. 
Invariant 7.17. For 1 E _!Zr, iflabel,/ = 1 or L,(id) = 1 for some m E Ui.i, channeli;!, 
then label,(id) d 1. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on the length of an execution. This is trivial in the 
initial state because Iabel, = cc for all id E 3. Suppose it holds in s and s 5 s’. 
Since s’.label,(id) <s.label,(id), it is sufficient to show that 1 >s.label,(id). 
1. If s’.label,l(id) = 1 for r’ #r then either s.label,~(id) = 1 bs.label,(id) by the induc- 
tive assumption, or rc = receive+(m) for some i and m E s.channel,l with L,(id) = 1. 
In this case, L,(id) = 1 >s.label,(id), again by the inductive assumption. 
2. If L,(id)= I for m E Ui,i, s’.channelg then either m E Ui,i, s.channeliif, or rt = 
aendii/(m) for some i and i’ and s.labeli(id)= 1. In either case, lds.label,(id) 
by the inductive assumption. 0 
Suppose r has its own label 1 E 9,. for an operation and some larger label for another 
operation. The next invariant says that anyone that knows that r has done the second 
operation has a label no larger than 1 for the first operation. 
Invariant 7.18. If label,(id’) = 1 E Zr and l< label,(id) then 
id E done,.! [r]. id + label,~ (id’) d 1 
idED,.id + L,(id’)bl fbr m E channel,~ 
idES,.id + L,(id’)<l for m E Ui channeli+ 
Proof. We prove this by induction on the length of an execution. This is trivial in the 
initial state because label,(id’) = CC for all id’ E 9. Suppose it holds in s and s -% s’ 
and that s’.label,(id’) = 1 E 25,. and 1 <s’.label,(id). 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
If IZ = do-i&.(x, 1’) with x.id = id then x $ s.&Hw,[Y], so by Invariant 4.1, id 4 
s.done,.[r].id. Thus, id $s.done,t[r].id by Invariant 7.4, and id @ D,.id for m E 
s.channel,j by Invariant 7.3. Also, S, C ~..stubk,[i] C s.donej[r] C s.done,[r] for m E 
Uis.channeli,./ by Invariants 7.3, 7.2 and 7.4. So this invariant holds trivially in s’. 
If rc = do_it,(x, I) with x.id = id’ then s.label,(id)> I + id 6 s.done,[r].id, so fol- 
lowing the reasoning above, this invariant holds trivially in s’. 
If rc = receivei,. then s’.label,(id’) E 6”; + s’.lubel,(id’) =s.lubel,.(id’), since by 
Invariant 7.17, if L,(id’) E Yr then s.lubel,(id’) <L&id’). So this invariant contin- 
ues to hold. 
If rr = send,.+(m) then D,, = doner[r], and L, = label,., and S, CD,, so the invariant 
continues to hold. 
If 7c= receive,,/ (m) then id E s’.done,f[r].id =s.done,~[r].id U D,.id + 
s’.lubel,.,(id’) = min(s.lubel,f(id’),L,(id’)) d 1, so the invariant continues to 
hold. 
If rr=send,,,(m) for i # r then S, =s.stuble,[i] cs.donei[r] by Invariant 7.2, so 
by the inductive assumption (with Y’ = i), id E S,,,.id + L,(id’) = s.lubeli(id’) < 1. 
If 7-r = receivei,, for i # r then id E s’.done,t[r].id =s.done,f[r].id US,,,.id + 
s’.label,, (id’) = min(s. label,/ (id’), L,( id’)) d 1, so the invariant continues to hold. 
The final three invariants are about the labels for stable operations, including those 
that are ordered before operations in stable,[r], but not yet in stable,[r]. The first says 
that r has the system-wide minimum label for any operation with a smaller label than 
any operation stable at r. 
Invariant 7.19. If id E stable,[r].id and minlubel(id’)bminlabel(id) then label,(id’) = 
minlabel(id’). 
Proof. Since id E ops, we have minlabel( id’) d minlabel(id) < x, so minlabel(id’) = 1 
E 2’+ for some r’ by Invariant 7.5. By Invariant 7.17, label+(id’) = 1. Since 1 d 
minlabel(id) <label,,(id) and, by Invariant 7.2, id E stable,.[r].id C done,[r’].id, we 
have label,(id’) < I= minlrrhel( id’) by Invariant 7.18. Thus, label,( id’) = minlabel(id’). 
The next invariant says if every replica has the minimum label for an operation, 
and it is less than the minimum label for another operation, then the first operation 
precedes the second in the system constraints. 
Invariant 7.20. If label,(id) = minlubel( id) < minlabel(id’) jbr all r then (id, id’) E 
TC( CSC( ops) u SC). 
Proof. For all r, we have (id, id’) E lc, since minlabel(id’)blubel,(id’) for all r. 
And for all m E U,,,, channel,.~,, we also have (id, id’) E me,(m), since minlabel(id’) 
<L,(id’). Thus, (id, id’) E SC C TC(CSC(ops) USC). 0 
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The next invariant says if an operation is stable at all replicas then operations are 
ordered to it by the system and client-specified constraints according to their minimum 
labels. 
Invariant 7.21. ZJ’ id E n, stable,[r].id then (id, id’) E TC( CSC(ops) U SC) @ min- 
label(id) <minlabel(id’). 
Proof. By Invariant 7.19, lubel,(id)=minlubel(id) for all Y. If minkabel( 
minlubel(id’) then (id, id’) E TC( CSC(ops) USC) by Invariant 7.20. If minlabel(id) = 
minlabel(id’) then label,(id) = label,(id’) for some r, so by Invariants 7.15 and 
4.1, id=id’, and (id, id’) +Z TC( CSC( ops) U SC) by Invariant 7.12. Otherwise, 
minlabel(id’) <rninlabel(id), so by Invariant 7.19, label,(id’) =minlabel(id’) for all r. 
Thus, by Invariant 7.20, (id’, id) E TC( CSC(ops) USC), and by Invariant 7.12, (id, id’) $! 
TC( CSC(ops)u SC). 0 
8. Simulation 
To show that ESDS-Alg meets the specification ESDS-II when the clients are well- 
formed, we establish a simulation [20] from d = ESDS-Alg x Users to Y = ESDS-II 
x Users. 
We begin by extending some earlier results about system constraints to the system- 
wide partial order po. Recall that po is the relation on ops induced by TC(CSC(ops) U 
SC). We first note that po is a partial order on ops. 
Invariant 8.1. For JZ?‘: po is a strict partial order with span(po) C ops. 
Proof. Immediate from the definition of po and Invariant 7.2 1. 0 
The following lemma extends Lemma 7.9 to po. 
Lemma 8.2. For any reachable state s of &‘, ifs : s’ then s.po C: s’.po. 
Proof. Immediate from Lemmas 2.4 and 7.9 and the fact that s.ops C s’.ops. 0 
The next invariant says that if an operation is stable at all replicas, its relation to 
other operations in po is determined by their minimum labels. 
Invariant 8.3. For &: Zf x E 0, stable,[r] and y E ops then x -+CI ye 
minlabel(x.id) <minlabel( y.id). 
Proof. Immediate from the definition of po and Invariant 7.21. 0 
We now prove the main result, that ._& implements Y. 
Theorem 8.4. The relation F in Fig. 9 is a simulation from & to Y. 
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F is a relation between states in S? and states in Y such that u E F[s] if and only if: 
. u.requested = s.reyuested 
. u.responded = s.responded 
l u.wait = U, s.wait, 
l u.rept = U, s.reptc U s.potential_rept, 
. u.ops = s.ops = U, s.done,[r] 
. u.po c s.po, the partial order induced by TC(CSC(s.ops)Us.sc) on s.ops 
l u.stabilized = n, s.stable,[r] 
Fig. 9. Forward simulation from the algorithm to the specification. 
Proof. To show that F is a simulation from d to Y, we show that for each start 
state of J&‘, there exists a corresponding start state of 9, and that this correspondence 
is preserved by each step of .J&‘. 
If s is a start state of d, then requested and responded are empty, as are wait, 
and rept, are empty for all c, and rcvd,., done,[i], label,., and stable,[i] for all repli- 
cas r and i. The start state of Y corresponds to this state since it has requested and 
responded, and ops, po, and stabilized ail empty, has wait and rept empty. 
To establish that the simulation is preserved by every step of the implementation, 
suppose that s and u are reachable states of d and 9 respectively such that u E F[s] 
and that s -% s’. We show that there exists a state U’ E F[s’] such that there is an 
execution fragment of 9’ from u to U’ that has the same external image as rc. 
If rt = request(x), this simulates the same action in the specification, which has the 
same external image. The request(x) action is enabled in the specification because 
u.requested =s.requested. The change in state of each automaton is exactly to add 
x to wait, in S, to wait in 9, and to requested in both, preserving the simulation 
as required. 
If rr = send,,((“request”,x)) then we show u E F[s’], which appears the same ex- 
ternally since the send action is internal. This is true since the send action only 
adds (“request”, x) to channelc,, which does not appear in the simulation. 
If rc= receive,,((“request”,x)) then we show UE F[s’], which appears the same 
externally since the receive action is internal. This is true since the receive action 
only deletes (“request”,~) from channel,,, and adds x to rcvdr, which do not appear 
in the simulation. 
If rc = do-&(x, I) then we have two cases: 
(a) If x E s.wait, for some c then we show that enter(x,s’.po) is enabled in u and 
E F[s’] for U’ such that u 
enter(x,s’.po) 
B u’. First we verify that enter(x,s’.po) 
enabled in u: 
x E s.wait, & u.wait 
x.prev C s.done,[r].id C Ui s.donei[i].id = u.ops.id 
span(s’.po) C s’.ops.id = s.ops.id U {x.id} by Invariant 8.1. 
u.po C s.po C s’.po by Lemma 8.2. 
(bj 
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a CSC({x}) & s’.po since x E s’.ops and CSC(s’.ops) C s’.po. 
l For y E ustabilized = (J s.stablei[i], if s’.minlabel(x.id) <s’.minlabel(y.id j 
then by Invariant 7.19, s’.minlabel(x.id) = s’.label,(x.id) = 1 >s.label,(y.id j 
= s.minlabel(y.id), which is a contradiction. So s’.minlabel(y.id) < 
s’.minlabel(x.id), and by Invariant 8.3, (y.id,x.id) E s’.po, as required. 
The actions have the same external image since both are internal. The do-it and 
enter actions do not change wait, rept, potential_rept, stable and stabilized, 
and u’.ops = u.ops U {x} = lJi s.donei[i] U {x} = Ui s’.donei[i], and u'.po=s'.po, 
so u' E F[s'] as required. 
Otherwise, we check that u E F[s’]. The wait, rept, potential_rept, and stable 
variables are unchanged by do-it. Since x ~s.rcvd, - U,s.wait,, we have 
x E s.ops by Invariants 7.6 and 7.8, so s’.ops = s.ops = u.ops. Finally, upo C 
s.po C s’.po by Lemma 8.2. 
I _ _ calculate(x,c) . __ 
If z= send,((“response”,x, u)) then let U’ be such that u w u’. These 
have the same external image because they are both internal. 
First we verify that calculate(x,u) is enabled in u: 
l x E s.done,[r] C uops 
l x.strict =$ x E ni s.stable,[i] c ni s.stablei[i] = ustabilized by Invariant 7.4 and 
the simulation relation. 
l v E oalset(x,s.done,[r], +tC,) = ualset(x, u.ops, +_,,o) by Invariant 7.16 and 
Lemma 2.6, since u.po C s.po 5 TC( CSC(s.ops) U lc,) and u.ops = s.ops. 
To see that u’ E F[s’], note that s’.channel, = s.channel, U { (“response”,x, u)}. If 
x E s.wait, C u.wait then u’.rept = u.rept U {(x, II)}, and otherwise, u’ = u, each as 
required by the corresponding state change from s to s’. 
If n= receive,( (“response”,x, u) j then we show that u E F[s’]. This follows because 
s’.rept, = s.rept, u {(x, v)} if x E swait, and otherwise, s’rept, = s.rept,. 
If n = response(x, v) then this simulates the same action in the specification, which 
has the same external image. The response(x, v) action is enabled in the specifica- 
tion because x E s.wait, C u.wait and (x, u) E s.rept, C. u.rept, where c = client(x.id). 
(Note that x 4 G,J >s.wait,, and (x,v) 4 O,! x V >s.rept,, for c’bc, since a front 
end only keeps operations for its client.) The change in state of each automa- 
ton is to remove x from wait, in d and from wait in ,40, and to remove all 
pairs (x, v’) from rept, in A&’ and from rept in Y, preserving the simulation as 
required. If rc = send,,(m) then we show that u E F[s’]. Since s’ =s except that 
s’.channel ,.?I = s.channel,l U {m}, we need only check that u.po C s.po C s’.po, which 
follows from Lemma 8.2. 
If rt= receive,!,(m) then let u’ and u” be such that u 
add_cconstraints(s’.po) 
f u’ 
stabilize(xl) stabilize&) 
.-, . . . A u”, where {xi,. . ,xk} = ni s’.stablei[i] 
By Lemma 8.2, we know that add_constraints(s’.po) is enabled in u, and u’.po = 
s’.po. Since the stabilize action only changes the stabilized component, which is not 
used in the precondition, it suffices to check that stabilize(x) is enabled in u’ for each 
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x E ni s’.stablei[i]. For any y # x, if s’.minlabel(y.id) <s’.minlabel(x.id) then by 
Invariant 8.3, y +.?I.~~,x and if s’.minlubel(x.id) <s’.minlabel(y.id) then x +s~.PO y. So 
we have Y < u~.Pox Vx $ u~.Po~. By Invariant 8.3, if y +s~,pOx then s’.minlabel(y.id) < 
s’.minlubel(x.id), and by Invariant 7.19, s’.hbel,(y.id) =s’.minlabel(y.id) for all r. 
Thus, for Y,zE~.oP~~+ ,,,,. y, if minlabel( y.id) < minlabel(z.id) then by Invariant 7.20, 
y +./lo z. 0 
9. Performance and fault-tolerance 
We now derive time bounds on the response and stabilization time for requests, 
assuming time bounds on the time to do the underlying actions. Initially, we assume 
that local computation time is negligible, that the channels are reliable, and that there 
is a bound on the time to deliver messages and the time between sending gossip 
messages. Later, we consider some cases where these assumptions are relaxed, and 
also some methods to tolerate faulty processes and channels, and how these methods 
affect performance. 
9.1. Basic timing dejnitions and assumptions 
To prove performance guarantees, we need to extend the model to include time. 
For a completely formal treatment, we could use a model such as the general timed 
automaton model [ 18,211. For this paper, however, a restricted treatment suffices, 
and allows us to avoid several technical details. For example, we only consider ad- 
missible executions, in which time advances to infinity. 5 Rather than augment the 
automata with time directly, we annotate executions with the times of each 
event. 
Specifically, we define a timed execution of an automaton A by associating a non- 
negative real-valued time with each event in an admissible execution of A. Formally, 
CI = so(nl, tl )sl(n2, t2). . is a timed execution of A if sorcIs~ 712 . . is an execution of 
A, &<&+I for all i, and tj --f cc as i + c)3. We say that the event rc; occurs at time ti 
in cc. 
A predicate holds in x at time t; if it holds on si. Because several events may occur 
at the same time, it is possible for contradictory properties to hold at the same time. 
We also say that a property holds by time t if it holds at some time t’< t. We typically 
reserve this usage for properties that once true, remain true. 
We now formalize the timing assumptions for ,d. Let dij be an upper bound on 
the time to deliver messages from i to j. That is, if a sendij event occurs at time t, 
the corresponding roceiveij event must occur by time t + dij. Let df be the maximum 
of all d,, and d, bounds, and d, be the maximum of all d,, bounds. Thus, df is 
an upper bound on the delivery time for messages between front ends and replicas, 
5 In the literature, admissible executions may be finite if only input actions are enabled in the final state. 
However, sending gossip messages is always enabled in ESDS-Alg, so we need not consider this possibility. 
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and d, is an upper bound on the delivery time for gossip messages. We also define 
a quantity called the gossiping delay. The gossiping delay g+ for any two replicas r 
and r’ is an upper bound on the time between successive sendings of gossip messages 
from r to Y’, and g is the maximum of all g,+ bounds. 
We assume that local computation time is negligible, so that each front end immedi- 
ately relays each request to some replica, and computing the results of each operation, 
and processing gossip messages is instantaneous. We also assume that replicas imme- 
diately send out response messages when possible, and that front ends immediately 
respond to clients when possible. 
Formally, a timed execution CI satisfies the timing assumptions in an interval I if 
for all t EI: 
1. If a request(x) event occurs by t then a send,,( (“request”,x)) event occurs by t 
for some r and c = client(x.id). 
2. If do_it,(x, .) is enabled at t then x is done at r by t. 
3. If send,((“response”,x, .)) is enabled at t then a send,((“response”,x, .)) event 
occurs by t. 
4. If response(x, .) is enabled at t then a response(x, .) event occurs by t. 
5. For all replicas Y and Y’, if t 3 g,+ then at least one send,,,(m) event occurs in 
(t - Yrr~, tl. 
6. If a sendij(m) event occurs by t - dij then the corresponding receiveii(m) event 
occurs by t. 
The interval [0, cc) is assumed if no interval is explicitly specified. 
Note that this definition also constrains events enabled before the interval. For ex- 
ample, if r satisfies the timing assumptions in [tl, tz] and a message is sent from i to 
,j at time t < tl, then the message must be delivered by max(tl, t + d/j) if t + d, < t2. 
If several operations are received but not done at a replica, doing some of them 
may allow others to be done. It is convenient to characterize these operations. We 
say that an operation is ready at replica r if x E rcvd, and y -$ x + y E rcvd,. for all 
y E requested. Thus, if x is ready at r then it has been received by r and all operations 
specified by its prev set are also ready at r. The following lemma says that an operation 
is done as soon as it is ready. 
Lemma 9.1. In any timed execution of d that satkfies the timing assumptions in an 
interval I, if’x is ready at replica r at time t E I then it is done at r by t. 
Proof. Immediate from the second condition of the timing assumptions, since -& in- 
duces a strict partial order on rcvd,. 0 
9.2. Performance without failures 
Assuming the local computation time is negligible and that there are no failures, the 
response time for a nonstrict request with an empty prev set is simply the roundtrip 
time between the front end and a replica. For strict requests, or requests with nonempty 
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prev sets, the analysis is not so easy. The basic intuition is that an operation may need 
to wait for one round of gossiping to receive all the operations specified in its prev set. 
A strict operation must be in ni stabZe,[i] for some replica Y before it may generate 
a response. This may take two extra rounds of gossiping, one for all replicas to know 
that it is done at some replica, and thus to be stable at all replicas, and one more for 
r to learn this. 
We first prove the following lemma, which bounds the time after an operation is 
requested until it is done at every replica, if the timing assumptions are satisfied. 
Lemma 9.2. If M is a timed execution of d that satisjes the timing assumptions and 
x is requested by time t, then x is done at every replica by time t + df + g + d,. 
Proof (Sketch). Suppose an operation x is requested by client c at time t. A request 
message is sent immediately to some replica r, so by time t + d,,, we have x E rcvd,. 
For every other replica r’, there is at least one send,/(m) event in (t +d,,, t +c,,. +g,.,.f ] 
with x E R,. Therefore, r’ receives x by t _t d,, + g+ + d,, , and every replica receives 
x by t-tdf+g+d,. 
Because the users are well-formed, any operation required to precede x must have 
been requested at time tl< t, and by the reasoning above, received by every replica by 
t’ + df + g + d,. So, by t + df + g + d,, x is ready at every replica, and by Lemma 9.1, 
x is done at every replica by t + df + g + d,. 0 
For any operation x, we define the upper bound on the response time for x to be 
( 
24 if Tx.strict A x.prev = 0 
6(x) = 2df + g + d, if Tx.strict Ax.prev # 0 
2df + 3(g + dg) if x.strict 
Then we summarize the results in the following theorem: 
Theorem 9.3. If a is a timed execution of d that satisjies the timing assumptions, 
and x is requested by time t, then a response(x, v) event occurs within [t, t + 6(x)] 
in z. 
Proof (Sketch). Suppose an operation x is requested at time t. A request message is 
sent immediately to some replica r, so by time t + df, we have x E rcvd,. If x.prev is 
empty then a response message is sent immediately, and a response(x, v) event occurs 
by t + 2df. Otherwise, by Lemma 9.2, x is done at every replica by t + df + g + d,. 
If x is not strict, r sends a response message immediately, and a response(x, v) event 
occurs by t+2df+g+d,. 
For any two replicas i and i’, there is at least one sondi,i(m) event with x ED, in (t+ 
df+g+d,, t+df+2g+d,]. SO by t+df+2(g+d,), we have x E ni, donei[i’] = stabfei[i] 
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for every replica i. And again, we have x E ni stable,[i] by t + df + 3(9 + da). Thus, 
a response(x, .) event occurs by t + 2df + 3(g + dg). 0 
If a client only specifies dependencies on operations it requested, and its front end 
always communicates with the same replica, then every operation requested by that 
client is ready as soon as it is received by that replica, and so the delay for nonstrict 
operations is reduced to at most 2df. 
9.3. Fault-tolerunce 
The algorithm does not depend on any timing assumptions for correctness, nor does 
it restrict the order of delivery of messages. Thus, slow processes and delayed message 
delivery do not affect correctness. They do, of course, affect performance. However, the 
analysis in the failure-free case holds starting from any reachable state of the system. 
Thus, even if some part of the system fails for a period of time, as long as it does 
not make any false computations, then the performance analysis above holds. This is 
captured by the following theorem: 
Theorem 9.4. Suppose CI is a timed execution of d that satisfies the timing assump- 
tions in the interval [t,oo). If x is requested by t then a response(x,v) event occurs 
within [t, t + 6(x)] in a. 
Proof (Sketch). Note that Lemma 9.2 is true even if the timing assumptions are only 
satisfied in the interval [t, t + df + g + dg], and that a request message is sent to some 
replica by time t. The rest of the proof follows exactly the proof of Theorem 9.3. 0 
It is easy to see that even message loss does not affect any safety properties, because 
the algorithm cannot distinguish lost messages from merely delayed ones. Alternatively, 
we could show that all the invariants, and the simulation relation, are preserved with 
the addition of an action that simply removes a message from a channel. (This would 
be an internal action, otherwise identical to the receive action.) Similarly, it is easy to 
show that duplicate messages do not compromise any safety properties. 
If replicas may crash and restart, but there is no volatile memory, then a crash 
is indistinguishable from message loss to any other process, and so safety is still 
preserved. If memory is volatile, most of the state can be reconstructed from the 
gossip messages. A replica recovers by requesting new gossip messages and waiting 
for a response from each replica before resuming the algorithm. The key to establishing 
correctness is that after recovery, the replica should have a label for each operation 
that is less than or equal to the label it had for that operation before the crash. This is 
only a problem if the smallest label it had prior to the crash was generated locally, so 
only those labels need to be kept in stable storage. Other methods can also be used to 
ensure this property, but these are beyond the scope of this paper. 
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10. Optimizations of the abstract algorithm 
The algorithm we presented so far deals with the fundamental problems of maintain- 
ing consistency in a distributed, replicated data service, and is stated at a high level, 
ignoring important issues of local computation, local memory requirements, message 
size, and congestion. In this section, we explore some ways to improve the algorithm 
to address these issues better. 
10.1. Memoizing stuble state 
In defining the ESDS-AIg automaton, we were not concerned with modelling local 
computation, and the value returned by a replica is derived by computing all the 
preceding operations in the label,. order each time a response is issued by that replica. 
Of course, this is computationally prohibitive, and a real implementation would do 
some sort of memoizution of the state of the data to avoid redundant computation. In 
particular, once an operation has stabilized, as long as its value is remembered, it never 
needs to be recomputed since its place in the eventual total order is fixed. However, 
because a replica may temporarily misorder some operations, some recomputation of 
unstable operations may still be necessary. 
Operations should be memoized in the order they appear in the eventual total or- 
der. So an operation may be memoized by a replica only if its place in the eventual 
total order is already known at that replica. This is true not only of the stable oper- 
ations, but also of those operations in the “gaps” between the stable operations. We 
say that an operation is solid at replica Y if it is stable at r or if it is locally con- 
strained to precede some operation stable at r. We introduce a derived state variable 
solid, = U, E sruble,[,.l dow[rlI <,,,J to express the set of operations solid at Y. Notice 
that solid, does not have the “gaps” that stuble,[r] might have. 
Invariant 10.1. IJ’ stable,[r] # 0 then solid, = done,[rlI +Y, where Y = 
max+, stabk,[r]. 
Proof. By Invariant 7.15 -XI<, is a total order on done,.[r], so y= max+, stabZe,[r] is 
well-defined. If x E solid, then x <jr, y’ for some y’ E stable,[r]. Thus, x <I~, y’ <I~, y, 
so x E done,[rlI <,C,Y. 0 
The eventual total order is determined by the labels that the replicas ultimately agree 
upon for each operation. The following lemma says that once an operation is solid at 
a replica, its label at that replica does not change. 
Lemma 10.2. For any reachable state s oj’ d, if id E s.solid,.id and s 5 s’ then 
s’.label,.(id) =s.label,(id). 
Proof. This is immediate from the definition of the automaton unless rr= do_it,(x, I) 
with x.id = id or 7~ = receive,,,(m). The first case is impossible by Invariant 4.1, 
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Changes to State 
Derived variable: solid, = u,v E srobir,frl done,[r]l =Q,; the operations solid at r 
memoized,, a subset of 6; initially empty; the operations that have been memoized by r 
msr E C, initially ~0; the state resulting from doing all the operations in memoized, 
mu,. :memoized, + V, initially null; the values of the memoized operations in the eventual total order 
Changes to Actions 
Output send& (“response”,x, v)) Internal memoize,(s) 
Pre: n E pending, n donr,[r] he: x E solid,. - memoizedr 
.x.strict--tx E n, sfubk,[i] donrJr]/ ++ 2 ~~emo~zed, 
if x E mernoi:edl Eff: PIIS~,RR+(,X) + T(ms,,x.op) 
then II = ww,(x) memoixd, - mrmoixd, U {x} 
else 1: E ualset,,,(x, doner[r] - memoized,, -$, ) 
c = clieni(x.id) 
Et? pending, +- pending, - {x} 
Fig. IO. Memoizing operations: Changes to replica r. 
since id E done,[r].id by Invariant 7.2. By the definition of solid,, there exists id’ E 
stable,[r].id such that s.Zabel,(id) ds.label,(id’). By Invariant 7.19, s.label,(id’) = 
s.minl~bel(id’), and since ~~.minlabel(id) <s.hbel,(id) ~s.mi~i~bel(id’)~ we also have 
~.~ffbe~~(id) = ~.mi~~ffbeZ(id). If n = rece~ve~/~(~) then by Invariant 7.3, L&id) 2 
s.label,,(id) &s.minlabei(id) = s.iabeZ,( id), and thus s’.label,(id) = s.label,( id). cl 
We modify the automaton for replica r as shown in Fig. 10 to model such memoiza- 
tion explicitly. We augment the state of each replica with three variables, memoized,, 
mvr and ms,. 
The set memoized, contains the operations that have been memoized by r. The mv, 
function stores the values for all the operations in memoized,, and ms, reflects the 
state of the data after applying those operations. We modify the action that computes 
return values to use mu, for the memoized operations, and to start from ms,., rather 
than the initial state, for later operations. 
We also add a memoize, action which nondete~inistically memoizes operations. An 
operation can be memoized by r if it is solid at r and all operations with smaller labels 
at r have already been memoized. This action computes the value for the operation 
being memoized, and updates msr appropriately. 
Let ESDS-AIg’ be the composition of the refined replica automata and the orig- 
inal front end and channel automata. It is not difficult to prove that ES~S-Alg and 
ESDS-A&’ are equivalent. The key lemmas are the following invariants of ESDS-AIg’. 
Invariant 10.3. memoized, C solid,. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the automaton definitions by induction on the 
length of an execution. El 
Invariant 10.4. msr = outcome(memoized,, -+,), and mu,.(x) = vul(x, done,[r], -+, ) 
,for all x E memo&d,. 
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Proof. We prove this by induction on the length of an execution. This is trivial in 
the initial state since memoized, is empty and ms, = 00. If the invariant holds in 
s and s 5 s’ then by Invariants 10.3 and 7.19, s.lubel,(id) = s.minlabel(id) for all 
id E s.memoized,.id, so the partial order induced by lc, on s.memoized, is unchanged. 
So unless rr = memoize,(x) the invariant continues to hold. If n = memoize,(x) then 
s’.lc, = s.lc, and y +,)..J(., x for all y E s.memoized,, so s’.ms, = z(s.ms,,x.op).s = 
s(outcome(s.memoized,, +.~C,),x.op).s = outcome(s’.memoized,, +~.l~, ) and s’.mv,(x) = 
z(s.ms,,x.op).v = vaZ(x,s’.done,[r], +/./C,). 0 
Invariant 10.5. valset,,,,,(x, done,[r] -memoized,, -+, > = ualset(x, doner[rl, -+, > for all 
x E done,[r] - memoized,. 
Proof. Immediate from Invariant 10.4 and Lemma 2.7. 0 
10.2. Reducing memory requirements 
It is also possible to significantly reduce some local memory requirements implicit 
in the abstract algorithm. In particular, ESDS-Alg specifies that for every operation, 
all the information specified by the client, plus the minimum label, is maintained at 
each replica. However, the prev sets are only used by the do-it action, and once a 
replica has an operation in its done,[r] set, it may free that memory. 
Memoizing stable state can also have a positive impact on the memory requirements. 
This follows from the same observation that led us to memoize the stable state to 
reduce local computation: stable operations do not have to be recomputed, as long 
as we remember their return values. This means that once an operation is memoized, 
all the information about it can be purged from the memory, except its identifier 
and return value. Furthermore, if a replica knows that it will never need to respond 
with the value of an operation again, it can purge even that from its memory. For 
example, if communication is perfectly reliable, then once a response is sent to a 
front end, it will never need to be sent again, even if another request for the same 
operation is received. When communication is not reliable, acknowledgements can be 
used to achieve the same effect. Thus, while ESDS-Alg’ has more state variables 
than ESDS-Alg, a reasonable implementation of ESDS-Alg’ will in practice be more 
memory efficient as well. 
Unfortunately, the identifiers cannot be so readily dispensed with, since they are 
required in case they are included in the prev sets of future operations. However, by 
imposing some structure on these identifiers, it is possible to summarize them so they do 
not take linear space with the number of operations issued. A simple time-based strategy 
can be used to achieve this. For example, if the identifiers included the date of request, 
and all operations are guaranteed to be stable within a certain time period, then all iden- 
tifiers older than this time may be expunged from the memory. A more sophisticated 
approach can involve logical timestamps, such as the multipart timestamps of [15]. 
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10.3. Exploiting commutativity assumptions 
The algorithm of [ 151 is intended to be used when most of the operations require 
only causal ordering, but it allows two other types of operations which provide stronger 
ordering constraints. The ordering constraints on an operation must be determined by 
the application developer, not the client, based on “permissible concurrency”. Other- 
wise, clients may cause, perhaps inadvertantly, an irreconcilable divergence of the data 
at different replicas. For example, suppose an “increment” and a “double” operation 
are requested concurrently, and are done in different orders at two replicas. If the value 
at both replicas was initially 1, then the replica that does the increment first will have 
a final value of 4, while the replica that does the double first will have a final value 
of 3, even after the operations stabilize. 
In this section, we describe how to further reduce the need to recompute operations, 
when all operations have sufficient “permissible concurrency”. We begin with a careful 
characterization of the relationship between data operators. 
Suppose that op,, op, E 0 are two operators of the data type. We say they are com- 
mute if z+(o, (op,,op,)).s = ~+(a, (opz, op,)).s for all CJ E C. We say that op, is oblivi- 
ous to op, if r+(o, (op,,op,)).v = z(o,op,).v for all u E C. We say that two operations 
are independent if they commute and are oblivious to each other. 
We first state without proof some lemmas about how commutativity and indepen- 
dence restricts the possible results of operations consistent with a partial order on the 
set of operations. The first lemma says that if the partial order orders all operations 
that do not commute then the final outcome of applying these operations is determined. 
The second lemma says that if it orders all operations that are not independent, then 
the return values are also determined. 
Lemma 10.6. Zf 4 is a partial order on a finite set X of operations such that x < y 
or y + x for all x, y EX that do not commute, then for all o E C, outcome&Y, 4) is 
the same for all total orders -4 on X consistent with 3. 
Lemma 10.7. Zf 4 is a partial order on a jnite set X of operations such that x 4 y or 
y < x for all x, y EX that are not independent, then for all o E ,?I, Ivalset,(x,X, +)I = 1 
,for all x EX. 
If we require that clients explicitly order every pair of operations that are not inde- 
pendent, then by Lemma 10.7, the return value is uniquely determined by the client- 
specified constraints. Thus, any values consistent with the client-specified constraints 
are also consistent with the eventual total order, and are the same values that would 
be returned by an atomic memory. So an implementation need not keep track of stable 
sets, or even done sets at other replicas. 
Suppose we only require that clients explicitly order operations that do not com- 
mute. 6 Formally, we model this by adding a clause to the precondition of the 
6 This condition is still very strong. A weaker variation may be sufficient for the algorithm of [ 151 since 
updates and queries are handled differently, and operations may not atomically read and write the data. 
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Signature 
Same as in Fig. 7. 
State 
Same as in Fig. 7. 
Derived variable: solid, = U,. t ,,,uh,~,,,rl donr,.[r] 1 < the operations solid at r 
-\I<, b” 
mrmoizrd,, a subset of C; initially empty; the operations that have been memoized by r 
rnsr E C, initially 00; the state resulting from doing all the operations in memoizrd, 
csr E Z, initially go; the state resulting from doing all the operations in donr,[r] 
WI, : donr,[r] - V, initially null; the value for x E clone,[r] 
Actions 
Input receive& (“request”,x)) Output send,,( (“gossip”, R,D,L,S)) 
EtT: pending, + pending, U {x} Pre: R = rcvdr; D = done,[r]; 
rcvd, + reed,. U {x} L = Iubrl,; S = stuhle,[r] 
Internal do-it&, I) 
Pre: x E rcvd, - donr,[r] 
xprev 2 done, [r]. id 
1 >lubel,(y.id) for all y E donr,[r] 
EiT done,[r] + donr,[r] U {x} 
csr, dr(X) + s(cs,,n.op) 
lubrl,(x.id) + I 
Output send,,( (“response”,n, II)) 
Pre: x E pending, n done, [r] 
Input receive,,,( (“gossip”, R, D, L,S)) 
ER: rcvd, - rcvd, U R 
done,[r’] - done,[r’] U D U S 
done,[i] + done,[i] US for all ifr. r’ 
for y E D - donr,[r] 
(in any order consistent with CSC(D)) 
donr,[r] - donr,[r] U {y} 
(‘SI, ml&~)+ z(cs,, y.op) 
Iubrl, - min(hbrl,,L) 
stuble,[r’] - stuble,[r’] US 
xstrictjx E 1 1, stublr,[i] n memoted, stuble,[r] + stuble,.[r] US U ([ Ii donr,[i]) 
v = vul,(x) 
c = client(x.id) Internal memoize,(x) 
Efi pending? - pending, - {x} Pre: x E solid,- - memoired, 
donr,[r] 1 +,i,x C memoized, 
Efi no,, W/,(X) + r(ms,,x.op) 
memoizrd, + memoted,- U {x} 
Fig. 1 I. Automaton for replica r with current state. 
request(x) action of Users. Call this new automaton SafeUsers. We show how to 
modify the algorithm to take advantage of this restricted client using Lemma 10.6. 
We again modify the automaton of each replica r. We augment the state with two 
additional state variables, cs,. and t’al,. We do not need the mu, function anymore, 
because we simply re-assign the val, function when an operation is memoized. The 
cs, reflects all the operations in done,[r], and val, is computed as each operation is 
added to done,[r], whether by a do-it,. action, or by processing gossip received from 
another replica. The code for this new replica is given in Fig. 11. 
Let Commute be the composition of these new replica automata and the origi- 
nal channel and front end automata, with the send and receive actions hidden, and 
%? = Commute x SajkUsers. We want to show that % implements 9. The proof for 
this follows the proof that A implements 9’. It is easy to check that every action 
has an equivalent or stronger precondition, and identical effects on the original state 
variables, so that all the invariants in Section 7 are invariants of %?. 
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There are two main changes to the simulation proof. First, we need to check that 
the memoize action preserves the simulation, which is handled in much the same way 
as in Section 10.1. Second, the calculate(x, v) action is now simulated by the action 
which assigns u to ual,(x), instead of the send((“response”,x, u)) action. This is either 
a do-it,(x) or receive,,,(m) action for nonstrict operations, and a memoize,(x) for 
strict operations. Lemma 10.6 is used to show that cs may be used to compute the 
return values for nonstrict operations. 
10.4. Reducing communication 
There are also many possibilities for reducing communication overhead, or weaken- 
ing the assumptions about the communication mechanism. These are largely orthogonal 
to the work in this paper, but we mention a few possibilities to give a sense of how 
this may be done. 
In the abstract algorithm, replicas send gossip messages that include information 
previously gossiped. If the channels are reliable and FIFO, it is possible to reduce the 
gossip message sizes by sending only incremental information. The use of timestamps, 
including logical timestamps such as the multipart timestamps of [15], to summarize 
sets of operations, as noted above, also reduces the size of messages. 
Also, the algorithm specifies that each replica sends a separate gossip message to 
every other replica, resulting in a quadratic number of messages for each “round” of 
gossip. However, the algorithm allows a replica to send the same gossip message to 
all other replicas, so an efficient broadcast protocol could greatly reduce the number 
of messages sent. 
11. Implementation and uses of the eventually-serializable data services 
An important consideration in our work is that our specification be reasonable for 
real systems. We close this paper with an overview of an implementation of the 
eventually-serializable data service, and a discussion of some sample applications of this 
service. 
11.1. An experimental implementation 
The abstract algorithm presented in this paper was used by Cheiner [6,7] as the 
basis for developing an exploratory implementation of the eventually-serializable data 
service. The main objectives of this implementation were to show that a modular 
implementation of the eventually-serializable data service can be used by dissimilar 
clients, and to obtain empirical data on the scalability of the implementation, and 
the trade-off between consistency and performance. We present only an overview; the 
reader should refer to the papers cited above for details. 
The implementation of the service runs on a network of Unix workstations and uses 
MPI [8] as its message passing mechanism. The implementation is coded in C++, and 
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incorporates some of the optimizations described above. Because of its object-oriented 
design, it is easy to parameterize the implementation for different serial data types 
and to integrate it with a variety of clients. The clients for which prototypes were 
developed include a Web client, a text-oriented Unix client and Microsoft Excel client 
for Windows95. This demonstrates the suitability of the service as a generic distributed 
system building block. 
To evaluate its scalability, the implementation was tested using one to ten replicas. 
These tests used only nonstrict operations. As the number of replicas was increased 
and the frequency of requests per replica held constant, the throughout of the system 
increased almost linearly. 
To evaluate the effect of strict operations on performance, the average percentage 
of strict requests (determined randomly) was increased from 0% to 100%. It was 
observed that latency increased linearly as the proportion of strict requests increased. 
This provides evidence that the service indeed reflects a designed trade-off between 
consistency and performance. 
11.2. Directory services and distributed repositories 
The eventually-serializable data service is well-suited for implementing distributed 
directory services. In any computing enterprise, naming and directory service are im- 
portant basic services used to make distributed resources accessible transparently of 
the resource locations or their physical addresses. Such services include Grapevine [5], 
DECdns [17], DCE GDS (Global Directory Service) and CDS (Cell Directory 
Service) [24], ISO/OSI X.500 [14], and the Internet’s DNS (Domain Name 
System) [ 131. 
A directory service must be robust and it must have good response time for name 
lookup and translation requests in a geographically distributed setting. Access to a 
directory service is dominated by queries and it is unnecessary for the updates to 
be atomic in all cases. Consequently, the implementations use redundancy to ensure 
fault-tolerance, replication to provide fast response to queries, and lazy propagation 
of information for updates. A service can also provide a special update feature that 
ensures that the update is applied to all replicas expediently. 
Directory services often use an object-based definition of names, in which a name has 
a set of attributes determined by its type. When a new name object is created, it must 
be possible to initialize, and subsequently query, the attributes of the created object. 
With an eventually-serializable data service, this can be accomplished by including the 
identifier of the name creation operation in the prev sets of the attribute creation and 
initialization operations. 
Another application of the eventually-serializable data service is in implementing 
distributed information repositories for coarse-grained distributed object frameworks 
such as CORBA [22]. Important components of such a framework include its distributed 
type system used to define object types, and the module implementation repository 
used for dynamic object dispatching [25]. In this setting, the access patterns are again 
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dominated by queries, and infrequent update requests can be propagated lazily with the 
guarantee of eventual consistency. 
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